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BOUNDARY HOMOGENIZATION AND CAPTURE TIME
DISTRIBUTIONS OF SEMIPERMEABLE MEMBRANES WITH
PERIODIC PATTERNS OF REACTIVE SITES\ast 
ANDREW J. BERNOFF\dagger  , ALAN E. LINDSAY\ddagger  , AND DANIEL D. SCHMIDT\dagger 
Abstract. We consider the capture dynamics of a particle undergoing a random walk in a halfspace bounded by a plane with a periodic pattern of absorbing pores. In particular, we numerically
measure and asymptotically characterize the distribution of capture times. Numerically we develop
a kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method that exploits exact solutions to create an efficient particlebased simulation of the capture time that deals with the infinite half-space exactly and has a run
time that is independent of how far from the pores one begins. Past researchers have proposed
homogenizing the surface boundary conditions, replacing the reflecting (Neumann) and absorbing
(Dirichlet) boundary conditions with a mixed (Robin) boundary condition. We extend previous work
to asymptotically determine the leakage parameter for the mixed boundary condition for arbitrary
periodic pore configurations in the dilute fraction limit. In this asymptotic limit, we pose and solve
an optimization problem for the Bravais lattice which maximizes the capture rate of the absorbing
pores, finding the hexagonal lattice to be the global maximum.
Key words. Brownian motion, Berg--Purcell, singular perturbations, boundary homogenization,
Monte Carlo methods
AMS subject classifications. 35B25, 35C20, 35J05, 35J08
DOI. 10.1137/17M1162512

1. Introduction. We consider the problem of describing the arrival times of
diffusing particles to a planar surface with a periodic array of absorbing pores and
reflecting otherwise. This problem arises in a variety of important applications. For
example, the design and usage of semipermeable membranes is crucial in industrial
processes such as filtration [44], gas separation [3], and the design of fuel cells [47]. In
cellular-scale biological processes, cells need to accurately determine ambient chemical
concentrations through encounters with diffusing signaling molecules at receptors distributed on an otherwise inert membrane [36, 41, 56]. In each of the above examples,
the common problem is to describe the rate of transport through, or the reaction rate
on, a mostly impermeable surface with localized reactive patches.
The general problem takes the form of a diffusion equation where for x = (x, y, z) \in 
\BbbR 3 , the quantity p(x, t) is the probability that a particle originating at x0 is free at x
at time t. This distribution solves
\partial p
(1.1a)
= D\Delta p,
x \in  \Omega , t > 0;
p(x, 0) = \delta (x  -  x0 ), x \in  \Omega ;
\partial t
(1.1b)

p=0

on x \in  \Gamma a ;

\^ = 0
D\nabla p \cdot  n

on x \in  \Gamma r ,

where D is the diffusivity of the particle, and the domain \Omega  is a subset of \BbbR 3 whose
boundary, \partial \Omega , is partitioned into an absorbing set of pores, \Gamma a , whose impermeable
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Fig. 1. We seek to replace the heterogeneous boundary conditions (1.1b) with the homogeneous,
semiabsorbing boundary condition (1.3).

\^ the normal to the surface \partial \Omega , to point
complement, \Gamma r , is reflecting. We choose n,
into the bulk.
For this paper, we will consider \Omega  to be the half-space z > 0 whose boundary \partial \Omega 
(at z = 0) is partitioned into a doubly periodic array of absorbing pores, \Gamma a , whose
complement, \Gamma r , is reflecting. A longstanding problem is to describe the role that
the pore size distribution and spatial organization of the absorbing set \Gamma a has on the
capture rate. A history of important results towards this goal is in section 2.
This problem offers several challenges. First, the unbounded domain on which
we consider the system (1.1) leads to long capture times; to see this, suppose that
the entire plane is absorbing (i.e., \Gamma a = \partial \Omega ). In this case, the distribution of capture
times, \rho (t), for a particle released at a height z0 can be computed explicitly (cf. (3.3)):
(1.2)

2
z0
z0
e -  4Dt ,
\rho (t) = \surd 
2 \pi Dt3/2

which decays as t - 3/2 at large times. While all the particles will eventually be captured, the fat tail of the distribution means that the mean capture time is infinite.
This precludes the use of many analytical techniques (such as eigenvalue decompositions) and numerical methods (such as standard Monte Carlo techniques).
This problem is also challenging due to the mixture of Neumann and Dirichlet
boundary conditions (1.1b) on the membrane which precludes many of the classical
methods for linear PDEs. The method of boundary homogenization, or effective
medium theory [7, 16, 25, 32], is an alternate approach which seeks to replace the
mixed boundary conditions (1.1b) with a single uniform boundary condition (see
Figure 1):
(1.3)

\^ = \kappa  p on \partial \Omega .
D\nabla p \cdot  n

Heuristically this works because an ensemble of particles that originate at a point far
above the surface will spread over a large swath of the pore geometry. The capture
probability at that point (i.e., solutions of (1.1)) will only reflect the average properties
on that swath. In other words, the capture time of a particle far from the surface
depends only on some homogenized properties of the particular spatial configuration
of the surface absorbers. The main challenge is therefore to determine the leakage or
permeability parameter, \kappa , that best represents the homogenized capture properties
of the periodic pore configuration. We review past results for the homogenized theory
in section 2.
In the present work, we consider periodic arrays of absorbing pores. We begin by
considering two-dimensional Bravais lattices. From two linearly independent primitive
vectors p, q in \BbbR 2 , the Bravais lattice is defined as
(1.4)

\Lambda  = \{ mp + nq |  (m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 \} .
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Fig. 2. A Bravais lattice (1.4) of circular pores with p = ( 13 , 1), q = (1, 0) and Wigner--Seitz
cell \scrP . This is an example of a homogeneous lattice which has uniform pore sizes.

Associated to each point in the Bravais lattice is a primitive cell, \scrP , containing a
point in the lattice \Lambda ; one way to define \scrP  is to construct the Voronoi cell associated
to each element of \Lambda  defined as the set of points closer to it than any other element of
\Lambda . This also leads to a natural definition of the boundary of the cell, \partial \scrP , as the set of
points for which two (or more) elements of \Lambda  are closest. This construction leads to a
tiling of the plane by a set of congruent polygons which are known in crystallography
as the Wigner--Seitz cells. The area of the primitive cell is | \scrP |  = | p \times  q| .
In Figure 2, we show an example of a Bravais lattice and the associated Wigner-Seitz cells. The simplest pore configuration has a single circular pore in the primitive
cell \scrP  centered at each point of the Bravais lattice; we refer to this as a homogeneous
lattice configuration. More generally, one can partition the primitive cell into attracting and repelling sets. We will consider examples of two such geometries: stripes and
a cell containing multiple circular pores with different radii, which we will refer to as
heterogeneous lattice configurations.
It is convenient to nondimensionalize the diffusion problem (1.1) for the specific
geometry considered here. We \sqrt{} 
introduce a lengthscale that is the square root of the
area of the primitive cell, L = | \scrP | , and a timescale T = L2 /D. Rescaling yields
(1.5a)
(1.5b)

\partial p
= \Delta p,
\partial t
p=0

z > 0,

t > 0;

on x \in  \Gamma a ;

p(x, 0) = \delta (x  -  x0 ),
pz = 0

z > 0;

on x \in  \Gamma r ,

where \Gamma a and \Gamma r are a partition of the plane z = 0 into absorbing and reflecting
sets with the symmetries of a Bravais lattice. Moreover, the area of the primitive
cell of the lattice is unity, | \scrP |  = 1.1 The nondimensional version of the homogenized
boundary condition can now be written as
(1.6)

pz = \kappa 
\= p

on z = 0,

where we define the nondimensional leakage parameter \kappa 
\= = \kappa DL .
Within this setting, the present work makes several contributions. First, in section 3, we develop and validate a novel kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method for the
1 The

reader is cautioned that at various points we retain | \scrP |  in formulae for the sake of insight
and clarity, even though it has been nondimensionalized to unity.
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rapid solution of (1.5). This method is based on a two-stage algorithm which alternates between projecting the diffusing particle from the bulk to the surface and vice
versa. At each stage, the spatial location and duration of the particle's excursion are
drawn from exact distributions, which allows for large jumps and rapid sampling of
the capture time distribution. Simulations of up to 109 particles allow us to accurately estimate the leakage parameter \kappa 
\= in the boundary condition (1.6). Notably,
this method bypasses many complications which arise from particle simulations on
unbounded domains and the fat tails associated with distributions such as (1.2).
In section 4, we review homogenization as it applies to the periodic half-plane
problem (1.5) and derive an exact solution for this problem with the homogenized
boundary condition (1.6). We develop a strategy for determining the best fit for the
leakage parameter, \kappa 
\= , from our numerical simulations. Past studies have considered
a finite height domain for which the mean capture time is finite and inversely proportional to \kappa 
\= [4, 9, 10, 32]. As our domain is unbounded, and the mean capture time is
infinite, a more nuanced approach is needed. We determine \kappa 
\= by minimizing the mean
absolute error over the entire capture time distribution. We validate these ideas by
considering absorbing stripes for which an exact solution to the homogenized theory
is known (an idea introduced and employed in [32]).
A second contribution, described in section 5, is a high-order asymptotic estimate
for \kappa 
\= in the dilute fraction regime (surface mostly reflecting) for arbitrary homogeneous (pores identical) and heterogeneous (pores different) absorbing sets \Gamma a . This is
attained by solving a cell problem and generalizes previous results for uniform square
lattices [5, 16] to arbitrary Bravais lattices. A key component of our analysis is detailed knowledge of the periodic Green's function, which is discussed in Appendix A.
Let x = (y, z) \in  \BbbR 3 , where y = (x, y) \in  \BbbR 2 ; the periodic Green's function, G(y, z),
satisfies
(1.7a)
(1.7b)

\Delta G(y, z) = 0 for (y, z) \in  \Omega ,
\sum 
Gz (y, 0) =
\delta (y  -  mp  -  nq),
y \in  \partial \Omega ,
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2

(1.7c)
(1.7d)

G(y, z) \sim 

z
+ \scrO (1)
| \scrP | 

G(y + mp + nq, z) = G(y, z)

as z \rightarrow  \infty ,

for (m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 , (y, z) \in  \Omega .

The solution of (1.7) for a square lattice was given in [5] as a lattice sum. In Appendix A, we show how to efficiently numerically evaluate this quantity, which improves on a previous mesh-based approach [16] employed for square lattices and generalizes to arbitrary Bravais lattices. The Green's function consists of a singular piece
identical to the half-space Green's function, g(y, z), and a regular piece, r(y, z):

(1.8)

G(y, z) = g(y, z) + r(y, z),

g(y, z) =  - 

1 1
.
2\pi  | x| 

\= = r(0, 0), the value of the regular part of the Green's
We further define the constant R
function at the origin.
In the case where the primitive cell \scrP  has N pores of common capacitance \varepsilon c\= and
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locations \{ yj \} N
j=1 , we find that as \varepsilon  \rightarrow  0,
\biggl[ 
\biggr]  - 1
2\pi N \varepsilon c\=
2\pi \varepsilon c\=
\kappa 
\= \sim 
1  - 
\scrF (y1 , . . . , yN )
,
| \scrP | 
N
(1.9)

\= +
\scrF (y1 , . . . , yN ) = N R

N \sum 
N
\sum 

G(yi  -  yj , 0).

i=1 j=1
j\not =i

The capacitance of an absorber is a scalar quantity determined solely by its geometry,
which characterizes its capture rate. For a precise definition of the capacitance for
a single pore, see (5.9). The leading-order term in (1.9) reflects the capacitance per
unit area of the primitive cell \scrP . The correction, \scrF , captures the correction due to
\= and pairwise [G(yi  -  yj , 0)] interactions.
self [R]
In section 6, we show a variety of numerical results of the theory. The validity
of the asymptotic formula (1.9) and the numerical evaluation of the Green's function
(1.7) is validated against the KMC method on a number of examples. For homogeneous pore configurations, the asymptotic result (1.9) further reduces to
\Bigr]  - 1
2\pi \varepsilon c\= \Bigl[ 
\=
,
1  -  2\pi \varepsilon c\= R(p,
q)
(1.10)
\kappa 
\= \sim 
| \scrP | 
where we have called out the dependence of the regular part of the Green's function
\=
evaluated at the pore on the lattice vectors p and q explicitly, R(p,
q), to facilitate
comparisons between lattices. Among Bravais lattices, the hexagonal lattice maxi\=
mizes R(p,
q) and hence the total capture rate. Finally, in section 7, we conclude by
discussing the results and opportunities for further work.
2. Refining Berg and Purcell: Homogenization and pore-pore interactions. In this section, we give a brief history of results for the fundamental problem of
describing the capture rate of patchy and semipermeable surfaces, notably the derivation and use of homogenized boundary conditions. The idea of deriving homogenized
PDEs by averaging over regular or random variations at small scales has an extensive
literature going back over half a century (see, for example, [28, 37, 38]). In the setting
of cellular-scale chemical sensing, this problem was studied by Berg and Purcell in the
landmark 1977 paper Physics of Chemoreception [11], which considered the diffusion
of particles with diffusivity D and a steady concentration C(x) into a sphere of radius
R covered by N well-separated receptors of common radius a. The concentration
satisfies Laplace's equation,
D\Delta C = 0,

(2.1a)
(2.1b)
(2.1c)

C=0

on x \in  \Gamma a ;

x \in  \Omega ;

\^ = 0
D\nabla C \cdot  n

on x \in  \Gamma r , ;

lim C(x) = C\infty  ,

| \bfx | \rightarrow \infty 

where \Omega  is the set of points external to the sphere of radius R, \Gamma a is the set of absorbing
discs on the surface of the sphere, \Gamma r is the remainder of the sphere's surface which
\^ is the outward-pointing normal on the sphere's surface, and C\infty  is the
is reflecting, n
uniform concentration in the far-field. They postulated that the flux of particles into
the sphere was
(2.2)

J \approx  4DN aC\infty 
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in the dilute pore limit. The sensing rate (i.e., the flux) scales as the perimeter of the
receptors, and therefore a cell could have a nearly optimal sensing performance with
only a small fraction of surface area receptor coverage, provided the receptors were
numerous and distributed over the membrane.
Shoup and Szabo [46] argued that the boundary conditions on the patchy surface
could be replaced by a uniform boundary condition of mixed type,
\^ = \kappa C,
D\nabla C \cdot  n
analogous to an idea proposed earlier by Collins and Kimball [19]. Matching the flux
of the Berg--Purcell (BP) formula (2.2) for the sphere yielded
(2.3)

\kappa  = \kappa bp :=

4D\sigma 
,
\pi a

\sigma  =

N \pi a2
,
4\pi R2

where D is the diffusivity of the particle, a is the common receptor radius, and \sigma  is the
fraction of surface area absorbing. Again, this is valid in the dilute pore limit for which
\sigma  \ll  1. In the modern vernacular, they proposed a homogenized boundary condition
for which the detailed pore geometry was replaced with the single parameter, \kappa , which
matches the flux asymptotically in the dilute pore limit.
Zwanzig [56] further reasoned that the effective \kappa  would be a weighted average of
the purely absorbing and purely reflecting case giving
(2.4)

\kappa  = \kappa zw :=

4D\sigma 
.
\pi a(1  -  \sigma )

Although this expression was for finitely many pores on a sphere instead of the periodic
planar problem, it is noteworthy in that the limiting behavior of \kappa  is correct: as \sigma  \rightarrow  0,
\kappa  \rightarrow  0, and as \sigma  \rightarrow  1, \kappa  \rightarrow  \infty .
These results can be further refined to reflect the clustering of reactive surface
sites that are known to play an important biophysical role [21, 43, 52]. For a review of
homogenization of the spherical problem, see our previous study [25], which extends
these results to incorporate information on the spatial arrangement of receptors. Related capture problems for finite clusters of receptors on the plane have also been considered in several recent studies. In boundary homogenization approaches [6, 7, 8], the
cluster is replaced by a single circular pore on which the Robin boundary condition
(1.3) applies, and functional forms of \kappa  are postulated and free parameters estimated
either numerically or asymptotically. Asymptotic approaches utilize singular perturbation [12, 25] or separable methods [42, 50] to obtain series approximations of the
flux into the absorbing pores.
Homogenizing the capture rate for the problem considered here, namely a planar
periodic array of receptors bounding a half-space, presents an additional subtle difficulty. For a spherical target (either partially or fully absorbing) or a finite cluster
of absorbing pores on a plane, the probability of capture of a single particle is less
than unity and the capture rate is finite; matching this finite capture rate in the homogenized problem determines \kappa . For a periodic plane that is either partially or fully
absorbing, every diffusing particle is eventually captured, necessitating a different
criterion for determining the leakage parameter.
The homogenization philosophy remains much the same: determine an effective
leakage parameter \kappa 
\= for the boundary condition (1.6) that matches the flux into the
boundary for particles that originate far from the surface. However, as any steady solution will have a constant flux through each periodic cell into the plane, conservation
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of mass implies a constant flux through every horizontal cross-section of each cell. As
such, the analogous steady problem has a linear gradient in the far-field [5, 32]. Once
again, it is assumed that transverse variation due to the pore structure decays far
above the surface. In nondimensional variables, the steady solution of (1.5) satisfies
(2.5a)
(2.5b)
(2.5c)

x \in  \Omega ;

\Delta p = 0,
p=0

on x \in  \Gamma a ;

\^ = 0
\nabla p \cdot  n

p(x) \sim  p\infty  [z + \kappa 
\=  - 1 ]

on x \in  \Gamma r , ;

as z \rightarrow  \infty ,

where now p\infty  is the concentration gradient as z \rightarrow  \infty . Specifying the gradient, p\infty  ,
in the far-field specifies the solution uniquely, and the constant \kappa 
\=  - 1 is determined by
this unique solution [5, 32]. Matching (1.6) in the far-field allows us to identify \kappa 
\= as
the aforementioned leakage parameter.
The change of variables
p(x) = p\infty  [z + u(x)]
now yields the homogenization problem [5, 32]
\Delta u(y, z) = 0

(2.6a)
(2.6b)
(2.6c)

u(y, 0) = 0,

y \in  \Gamma a ,

for (y, z) \in  \Omega ,
uz (y, 0) =  - 1,

u(y + mp + nq, z) = u(y, z)

y \in  \Gamma r ,

for (m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 , (y, z) \in  \Omega .

\kappa 
\=  - 1 = lim u(y, z).

(2.6d)

z\rightarrow \infty 

Here, the first three conditions (2.6a), (2.6b), (2.6c), together with the condition that
u(y, z) is bounded as z \rightarrow  \infty , determine a unique solution to the problem (2.6). The
leakage parameter \kappa 
\= is specified by the far-field behavior in (2.6d).
Early work [23, 39] made simple geometric approximations of \kappa 
\= . This problem
was first considered systematically by Belyaev, Chechkin, and Gadyl'shin [5] for a
square cell, who provided variational bounds on \kappa 
\= and an asymptotic expansion of
the leakage parameter in the limit of small pore size. They found for a primitive cell
of unit area with a general pore of effective radius \varepsilon  that in the diffuse pore limit
(\varepsilon  \rightarrow  0), asymptotically
(2.7)

\kappa 
\=  - 1 =

1
\= + A \varepsilon 2 + \scrO (\varepsilon 2 ).
 -  R
2\pi \varepsilon c\=

\= is the regular part of the periodic
Here, \varepsilon c\= is the capacitance of the pore, while R
Green's function (1.7) which can be expressed in terms of a lattice sum (see Appendix A and [5]). The constant A is determined by the asymmetry of the pore
through its dipole moment and also the regular part of G. Compared with the new
results of this paper, (1.9), the first two terms of (2.7) are in agreement, while the
order \varepsilon  term we have reported vanishes in (2.7) due to the homogeneity of the pore
configuration considered in [5].
Bruna, Chapman, and Ramon [16] derived the expression (using our nondimensionalization)
(2.8)

\kappa 
\= \sim 

4a
\=
1  -  4a R
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for a square lattice with circular pores of radius a separated by unit distance. Expression (2.8) is a particular case of (1.10) utilizing the fact that the capacitance
\varepsilon c\= = 2a/\pi  for a circular pore (see (5.10) for details). In [16], a discretization method
\= \approx  0.6207 via a numerical solution to the elliptic problem
was used to estimate that R
(1.7). Appendix A describes a new, simple, rapid, and accurate method of evaluating
the Green's function (1.7) for general Bravais lattices via lattice sums akin to those
introduced in [5].
A major focus of this paper is to determine the efficacy of using homogenized
boundary conditions for approximating the capture distribution for the full timedependent problem of a half-space bounded by a plane with a periodic lattice of
absorbing pores. A series of papers [4, 9, 10, 32] approximate the solution to this
problem numerically by considering a thick but finite layer of height \ell  bounded by
a reflecting boundary above and a periodic lattice of absorbing pores below. The
advantage of this problem is that the mean capture time is finite and scales as \ell /\kappa 
\=
for \ell  \gg  1. These studies use a variety of Monte Carlo methods to estimate the mean
capture time. To better model the spatial configuration of periodic arrays of receptors
on a plane bounding a half-space, the functional forms [9, 10]
(2.9)

\kappa  = \kappa be :=

4D\sigma 
f (\sigma ),
\pi a

f (\sigma ) =

\surd 
1 + A \sigma   -  B\sigma  2
(1  -  \sigma )2

have been proposed. The values of the free parameters were estimated by Monte
Carlo particle simulations to be A = 1.49, 1.02 and B = 0.92, 0.46 for pores arranged
in hexagonal and square lattices, respectively. These results were further confirmed
in [32] by solving the elliptic problem (2.6) for these lattices. We compare these
formulas with our numerical results in section 6.1.
A fascinating result, obtained from a complex variables method, is an exact solution of (2.6) by Moizhes [30] for the case of a plane patterned by absorbing infinite
stripes (also Appendix A of [32]). This gives
(2.10)

\kappa 
\= (\sigma ) =  - 

\pi \sigma 
,
2 ln sin \pi \sigma 
2

where \sigma  is the absorbing surface area fraction of the plane. In section 4.3, this formula
provides a valuable benchmark for evaluating the accuracy of our numerical methods
(an idea introduced and employed in [32]).
3. Kinetic Monte Carlo. Monte Carlo simulations provide a valuable tool
for numerically estimating the distribution of capture times of diffusing particles for
problems such as (1.1) and have been used extensively [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 27, 33, 34]. In
its simplest form, a Monte Carlo method simulates the diffusive (Brownian) motion of
a particle as a sequence of small displacements of randomly chosen orientation which
terminates when the particle transits an absorbing surface. The algorithm is repeated
for many particles (millions or even billions) to sample the capture time distribution.
These Monte Carlo methods are hampered by a set of problems. First, the adoption of
a fixed stepsize introduces an error at that lengthscale. Second, in capture problems
such as (1.1) with fat-tailed distributions a significant fraction of realizations undergo
long excursions before they are captured, particularly when the domain is unbounded
or the pores are small.
To mitigate such difficulties, Northrup [33] precomputed certain Brownian paths
away from the target surface and validated the original BP formula (2.2). Batsilas,
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Berezhkovskii, and Shvartsman [4] used two propagators: the first would move particles to the surface of a sphere contained in the bulk, and the second would estimate
capture probabilities within a boundary layer at the target surface. These ideas were
precursors to an efficient strategy for these diffusion problems called kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC). In KMC, the diffusion process is broken into steps, where each step
corresponds to a diffusion problem on a simpler geometry that can be solved analytically. For example, in our case of a reflecting plane with periodic absorbing pores, the
distribution of the time and location of the first impact on the plane can be solved analytically and numerically sampled, replacing the simulation of long excursions of the
particles with a single calculation. Early work used these ideas in N -body simulations
of kinetic gases [34] and chemical reactions [55].
We harness these ideas to produce an effective simulation for sampling the capture
time distribution of particles executing Brownian motion in a half-space bounded by
a patterned plane consisting of reflecting and absorbing regions. Consider a particle
initially located above the plane and undergoing diffusion. It will eventually strike
the plane, perhaps repeatedly, until it alights upon the absorbing set. We break this
excursion into an alternating sequence of two stages:
\bullet  Stage I: Projection from bulk to the plane. Starting from the bulk, the particle
is propagated forward to the first impact on the plane. The location and time
are drawn from exact distributions given in section 3.1. If the particle impacts
an absorbing section, the time is recorded and the algorithm halts. Otherwise,
proceed to Stage II.
\bullet  Stage II: Projection from plane to the bulk. Calculate the shortest distance R
to the absorbing set, and propagate the particle forward to a random location
on a hemisphere with radius R. The arrival time to the hemisphere is drawn
from a second known exact distribution, given in section 3.2. Next, repeat
Stage I.
This process is illustrated in Figure 3. For a particular realization, the method
alternates between Stages I and II until the particle encounters an absorbing portion of
the plane. The first stage of this method replaces the long transients in the bulk (due
to the fat-tailed capture time distribution) with a single step. Berg and Purcell [11]
described Stage II as a diffusing molecule that has bumped against the surface of a cell
. . . most likely hitting the cell many times before it wanders away for good. In fact,
for Brownian motion, the particle will strike the surface (almost certainly) infinitely
often before it departs (which is clear from the idea of a Brownian bridge [20]). Our
sampling strategy for Stage II again replaces this with a single step.
This method can be applied to pores of general geometry; circles and stripe
geometries are simplest, as the calculation of the signed distance to the attracting
set \Gamma a is straightforward. Let us now examine the details of the two stages described
above.
3.1. KMC Stage I: The joint distribution to the plane. Consider a particle
initially (t = 0) at a point x0 = (0, 0, z0 ). The arrival time and position distribution
for the particle's first impact with the plane can be computed by solving for the
density p(x, y, z, t), where
(3.1a)

pt = \Delta p,

z > 0,

t > 0;

(3.1b)

p(x, y, z, 0) = \delta (x)\delta (y)\delta (z  -  z0 ),

(3.1c)

p(x, y, 0, t) = 0,

t > 0.

z > 0;
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(a) Stage I: Projection from bulk to
plane.

(b) Stage II: Projection from plane to
bulk.

Fig. 3. The two stages in propagating a particle forward with the KMC method.

The solution of (3.1), determined from the method of images and the known free space
Green's function, is
\biggl[ 
\biggr] 
x2 +y 2 +(z - z0 )2
x2 +y 2 +(z+z0 )2
1
 - 
 - 
4t
4t
(3.2)
p(x, y, z, t) =
e
 - 
e
.
(4\pi t)3/2
The flux density through the boundary, \rho T (t), is the probability distribution of transit
times to the plane:
\int  \infty  \int  \infty 
2
z0
z0
(3.3)
\rho T (t) =
pz (x, y, 0, t) dx dy = \surd  3/2 e -  4t .
2 \pi t
x= - \infty  y= - \infty 
The associated cumulative distribution is given by
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\int  t
\int  t
2
z0
z0
z0
 -  4\omega 
\surd  .
\surd  3/2 e
(3.4)
PT (t) =
d\omega  = erfc
\rho T (\omega ) d\omega  =
2 t
0
0 2 \pi \omega 
To sample the transit time distribution, we take a uniform random number \xi  \in  [0, 1]
and calculate
\biggl[ 
\biggr] 2
1
z0
(3.5)
t\ast  =
.
4 erfc - 1 (\xi )
The spatial distribution of particles at the arrival time t\ast  , \rho XY (x\ast  , y\ast  ), can now be
computed as
\rho XY (x\ast  , y\ast  ) \equiv 
(3.6)

pz (x\ast  , y\ast  , 0, t\ast  )
1  -  x2\ast 4t+y\ast 2
\ast 
=
e
\rho T (t\ast  )
4\pi t\ast 
\biggl[ 
\biggr]  \biggl[ 
\biggr] 
x2
y2
1
1
 -  4t\ast \ast 
 -  4t\ast \ast 
\surd 
= \surd 
e
e
= \rho X (x\ast  )\rho Y (y\ast  ),
4\pi t\ast 
4\pi t\ast 

which is the product of two Gaussian (normal) distributions. Accordingly, x\ast  and y\ast 
are both drawn from \scrN  (0, 2t\ast  ).
To summarize, one first determines the time that elapses to impact, t\ast  , via (3.5),
followed by the horizontal displacements, x\ast  and y\ast  , via (3.6). Finally, a check is
made to see whether the particle has been captured by landing in the absorbing set
on the surface.
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3.2. Stage II: The joint distribution on the sphere. If the particle has
impacted a reflecting portion of the surface, we next propagate it forward to the
surface of a hemisphere of radius R centered at the impact point. The value of R is
chosen as the radius of the largest circle that can be inscribed on the surface that
remains within the reflecting portion (i.e., the minimum distance to a point in the
absorbing set). The joint distribution for the first exit time and exit location on the
hemisphere can be deduced by noting that the equivalent problem on the full sphere
has a solution that is radial, thus ensuring that the reflection symmetry on the surface
is satisfied. We wish to solve
pt = \Delta p,

x2 + y 2 + z 2 < R2 ,

z > 0,
+

p(x, y, z, 0) = \delta (x)\delta (y)\delta (z  -  0 ),
2

pz (x, y, 0, t) = 0,

2

x + y + z 2 < R2 ;

z > 0,

x2 + y 2 + z 2 = R2 ,

p(x, y, z, t) = 0,

2

x +y <R ,

t > 0;

2

2

z > 0,

t > 0;

t > 0,

where it is understood that the \delta  function is just above \sqrt{} 
the bottom surface. The
density distribution is radial, p(x, y, z, t) = p(r, t) for r = x2 + y 2 + z 2 , and has a
separation of variables solution (cf. [27]):
p(r, t) =

\infty 
\sum 
n sin(n\pi r/R)  - n2 \pi 2 t/R2
e
,
2
R
r
n=1

t > 0.

The series converges slowly for small t due to the \delta -function initial condition; we
will show how to ameliorate this difficulty presently. The exit flux density can be
computed by integrating over the hemisphere:
\int  \int 
(3.7)

\nabla p \cdot  n
\^ dS =  - 2\pi R2 pr (R, t) = 2

\rho S (t) =  - 
S

\infty 
\sum 

( - 1)n+1

n=1

n2 \pi  2  - n2 \pi 2 t/R2
e
.
R2

This in turn yields the cumulative exit distribution
\int 
(3.8)

\infty 
\sum 

\infty 

PS (t) = 1  - 

\rho S (\omega ) d\omega  = 1 + 2
\omega =t

2

( - 1)n e - n \tau  ,

\tau  =

n=1

\pi  2 t
.
R2

Here, we have used the total flux (unity) minus the flux at larger times so as to
integrate the flux density where it has strong convergence. The expression (3.8)
converges quickly for large t, but for smaller t values, many terms may be required.
However, a theta function identity (that can be derived via the Poisson summation
formula) can be used to remedy this issue (cf. [49, Chap. 4]):
(3.9)

\infty 
\sum 

2

e - \pi q(n+a) =

n= - \infty 

Applying the identity (3.9), with a =
(3.10)

\infty 
\sum 

2

q  - 1/2 e - \pi n

/q 2\pi ina

e

.

n= - \infty 
1
2

and q = \pi /\tau  , to (3.8) yields that

\sqrt{}  \infty 
\pi  \sum   - \pi 2 (n+ 1 )2 /\tau 
2
PS (t) = 2
,
e
\tau  n=0

The cumulative exit distribution is shown in Figure 4.

\tau  =

\pi  2 t
.
R2
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(a) PDF to plane

(b) PDF to sphere

Fig. 4. The transit time distributions to the plane and hemisphere. At small times, both
distributions are exponentially flat. At large times, the tail of the distribution decays exponentially
for the sphere but algebraically (as t - 3/2 ) for the plane due to long excursions into the unbounded
half-space.

To sample an arrival time to the sphere, a uniform random number \xi  \in  (0, 1) is
chosen and the equation
PS (\tau \ast  ) = \xi 
is solved numerically for \tau \ast  that in turn yields the exit time t\ast  = R2 \tau \ast  /\pi  2 . The
values of PS (\tau  ) are precomputed and tabulated for computational efficiency (using
(3.8) for \tau  \geq  1 and (3.10) for \tau  < 1), and the value of \tau \ast  is determined by linear
interpolation, unless \xi  is close to unity, in which case an asymptotic approximation
is used. Once an exit time has been determined, an exit point on the sphere must be
chosen isotropically. As the surface area element satisfies
dS = R2 sin \phi  d\theta  d\phi  = R d\theta  dz,
one can draw two random numbers (\xi , \zeta ) uniformly in [0, 1]2 and then choose an exit
point that is displaced from the sphere's center by an amount
\Bigl( \sqrt{} 
\Bigr) 
\sqrt{} 
(3.11)
(x\ast  , y\ast  , z\ast  ) = R
1  -  \zeta  2 cos 2\pi \xi , 1  -  \zeta  2 sin 2\pi \xi , \zeta  .
As the exit point will be within the bulk, one next returns to Stage I of the KMC
method.
More details of our KMC can be found in [45]. In section 4.3, we validate the
method for the exactly solvable case of absorbing stripes.
4. Homogenization. As discussed in the introduction to this paper, the idea of
homogenization has a long and rich history. Our approach to this problem strongly
leverages two previous studies [5, 32], which study homogenization of absorption by a
periodically patterned planar boundary (1.5) yielding the Robin boundary condition
(1.6). The philosophy in both these papers is to choose \kappa 
\= so that the capture flux
into the bottom boundary exactly matches the unhomogenized boundary condition.
Belyaev, Chechkin, and Gadyl'shin [5] studied the static problem of determining
the leakage parameter, \kappa 
\= , for (2.6), specialized to a square lattice of pores. They
averaged the problem in horizontal layers; if one defines the horizontal average,
\int  \int 
u(z)
\=
\equiv 
u(y, z) dy,
\scrP 
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then it satisfies u
\=zz = 0 in the bulk, which together with the far-field boundary
condition (2.6d) implies u(z)
\=
= \kappa 
\=  - 1 , where \kappa 
\=  - 1 is to be determined. The leakage
parameter was determined by averaging the Robin boundary condition (1.6) over the
boundary at z = 0 which yields
\int  \int 
\int  \int 
pz (y, 0) dy =
(4.1a)
\kappa 
\= p(y, 0) dy,
\scrP 
\scrP 
\int  \int 
\int  \int 
p\infty  [u(y, 0) + z]z dy = \kappa 
\=
(4.1b)
p\infty  u(y, 0) dy,
\scrP 
\scrP 
\int  \int 
\int  \int 
(4.1c)
1 dy = \kappa 
\=
u(y, 0) dy,
\scrP 

\scrP 

where we remind the reader that (i) p(y, z) = p\infty  [u(y, 0) + z], and (ii) the vertical flux
of p(y, z) through each cell is constant and the far-field boundary condition (2.6d)
guarantees that the vertical flux of u(y, z) vanishes. This can be rewritten as
\int  \int 
1
u(y, 0) dy;
(4.2)
\kappa 
\=  - 1 \equiv 
| \scrP | 
\scrP 
that is, the leakage parameter is the inverse of the average of u(y, 0) over a cell
at the planar boundary. Finally, they performed matched asymptotics in the small
pore limit to approximate \kappa 
\= , which they find scales as the pore radius, a result that
is recognizable as BP scaling. Equation (4.1) implies that the total flux (which is
unity) is proportional to the leakage parameter times the average concentration on
the boundary. As the leakage parameter \kappa 
\= scales as the pore radius, this implies the
concentration on the boundary scales as the inverse of the pore radius. An interpretation of this is that a large number of particles must accumulate on the boundary to
achieve unit flux through the small pores.
Their analysis (see also section A.3) allows one to use separation of variables
ideas to estimate that the horizontal variation in the full solution to (1.5) is restricted
to a boundary layer and decays as e - z/\lambda  , where \lambda  = 2\pi  max\{ | p| , | q| \} . This result
justifies the homogenization for a sufficiently deep layer; the simple homogenized
boundary condition (1.6) reproduces the asymptotics of the static solution far above
the periodically patterned surface, at least for the static problem (2.5).
Muratov and Shvartsman [32] studied the dynamic problem (1.5) in a domain of
finite vertical extent, 0 < z < \ell , with a reflecting upper boundary. If one homogenizes
the problem by averaging horizontally across the domain and then starts a particle on
the bottom surface, the mean capture time for a particle in the homogenized equation
is exactly \ell /\kappa 
\= . This allows one to use Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the mean
capture time and determine \kappa 
\= , a strategy also used in [4, 9, 10]. The authors solved
the static problem (2.6) numerically for \kappa 
\= via an optimal multigrid approach. They
argue that as the mean time to capture is long, \ell /\kappa 
\= \gg  1, whenever \kappa 
\= is small (which
is the small pore limit) or the box height is large, the boundary layer relaxes to the
steady solution and the particle spends most its time above the boundary layer where
the transverse variation due to the pore structure is exponentially small.
The difficulty of adopting the dynamic approach of [32] to the present problem is
that our domain is infinite, and although every particle will eventually be captured by
the absorbing portions of the surface, the mean capture time is unbounded (cf. (1.2)
and section 4.1), which negates its use as a metric for determining \kappa 
\= . Our strategy
is to numerically compute the full capture time distribution with the KMC method
described above and compare the results to the capture time distribution for the
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homogenized problem obtained analytically, the details of which are described in
the remainder of this section. We can further justify the quasi-static approximation
(using ideas akin to [5, 32]). The density for a completely absorbing planar surface
was derived in (3.2) and shows the capture time distribution, \rho T (t) \sim  2z\surd 0\pi  t - 3/2 , for
t \gg  1, which has infinite mean (cf. (3.3)). Moreover, we can compute the mean height
above the layer as a function of time after the release:
\int \int \int 
\surd 
z\rho (x, y, z, t) dx
z0
\surd 
\sim  \pi t
for t \gg  z02 .
z(t)
\= = \int \int \int \Omega 
=
\rho (x,
y,
z,
t)
dx
erf(z0 /(2 t))
\Omega 
We see that z(t)
\= increases monotonically from z0 . As such, the particle spends most of
its time above the boundary layer (where horizontal variations in the density function
are exponentially small), and the flux into the surface is slowly varying (as t - 3/2
for large t), which validates our quasi-static approximation, in which we replace the
diffusion equation with Laplace's equation in the boundary layer.
4.1. Capture distribution for the homogenized problem. In this section,
we derive the particle density, p(z, t), for the homogenized version of (1.5) with the
homogenized boundary condition (1.6),
(4.3a)

\partial p
= pzz ,
\partial t

z > 0,

t > 0;

pz = \kappa 
\= p

(4.3b)

p(z, 0) = \delta (z  -  z0 ),

z > 0;

on z = 0,

where we assume the particle is released from a height z = z0 . Carslaw and Jaeger [17]
provide a change of variables method to obtain an exact solution for this problem:
(4.4)

p(z, t) =

e - 

(z - z0 )2
4t

+ e - 
\surd 
2 \pi t

(z+z0 )2
4t

\kappa 
\= (\kappa 
\= t+z+z0 )

 -  \kappa 
\= e

\biggl( 
erfc

2\=
\kappa t + z + z0
\surd 
2 t

\biggr) 
.

Our numerics compare the entire capture distribution for the full problem (1.5)
and the homogenized problem (4.3), whose solution we have computed above (4.4).
The capture rate is given by the flux into the surface
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
2\=
\kappa t + z0
\kappa 
\=  -  z02
2 \kappa 
\= (\kappa 
\= t+z0 )
4t
\surd 
 -  \kappa 
\= e
erfc
,
(4.5)
\rho (t; \kappa 
\= ) = pz (0, t) = \surd  e
\pi t
2 t
which for large t still decays as t - 3/2 , specifically
\biggl[ 
\biggr] 
1
t - 3/2
\surd 
\rho (t; \kappa 
\= ) \sim 
z0 +
\kappa 
\=
2 \pi 

as t \rightarrow  \infty .

For large \kappa 
\= , the capture rate can be asymptotically expanded as
\biggl[ 
\biggr] 
\biggl(  \biggr) 
z2
t - 3/2
1 t - 3/2
t - 5/2 2  -  z02
1
 -  4t0
4t
\surd   -  \surd  z0 e
(4.6) \rho (t; \kappa 
\= ) \sim  \surd  z0 e
+
+ \scrO 
\kappa 
\= 2 \pi 
\kappa 
\= 2
2 \pi 
4 \pi 

as \kappa 
\= \rightarrow  \infty .

This expression recovers the capture rate for a completely absorbing plane in the
infinite \kappa 
\= limit. Moreover, it foreshadows the difficulty of numerically fitting this
expression to our KMC data for large \kappa 
\= , as the difference between the capture rate
distributions is \scrO (1/\=
\kappa ).
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From the capture rate, we can derive the cumulative flux distribution:
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\int  t
z0
2\=
\kappa t + z0
\surd   -  e\kappa \= (\kappa \= t+z0 ) erfc
\surd 
\rho (\omega ; \kappa 
\= ) d\omega  = erfc
.
(4.7)
P (t; \kappa 
\= ) =
2 t
2 t
0
We compare this homogenized distribution to our KMC simulations of the capture
time distribution.
4.2. Fitting \bfitkappa 
\= for empirical data. With these distributions in hand, we can
simulate the capture of a large number of particles and then try to choose the value of \kappa 
\=
that best fits the data. To do this, we construct the empirical cumulative distribution,
Pe , which measures the fraction of particles captured as a function of t. We reorder
the particle capture times, tj , so that t1 < t2 < \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  < tN and define
Pe (tj ) =

j  -  21
,
N

which counts the fraction of particles arriving before tj with the particle arriving at tj
being counted as half. The function can be extended to intermediate times via linear
interpolation. Next, we define a mean absolute error
\scrE (\=
\kappa ) =

N
1 \sum 
| P (tj ; \kappa 
\= )  -  Pe (tj )| 
N j=1

and search numerically for the value of \kappa 
\= that minimizes the error. This sum effectively
weights the error by the flux density and converges at large N to the absolute error
\int  1
\scrE (\=
\kappa ) \sim 
| P (t; \kappa 
\= )  -  Pe (t)|  d\mu ,
\mu =0

where t = Pe - 1 (\mu ).
We have confirmed the results by considering two other error norms. The first is
to use a mean square error. The second utilizes maximum likelihood. Specifically,
the
\prod N
probability of observing a set of times ti given a particular \kappa 
\= is given by i=1 \rho (ti ; \kappa 
\= );
we can maximize this probability by maximizing
\scrM (\=
\kappa ) =

N
\sum 

log \rho (ti ; \kappa 
\= )

i=1

over \kappa 
\= . Thus, this \kappa 
\= is the most likely.
Comparing the three objective functions gives a check on consistency in computing
\kappa 
\= . In practice, all three results agree well when using 106 particles and small to
moderate values of \sigma . For larger N , the maximum likelihood approach becomes
unstable due to the large number of terms in the sum whose size can vary by several
orders of magnitude.
Empirically, we have found that the absolute error is the most stable estimator
in the large N limit. As our asymptotics are verified for small to moderate \sigma , where
the three methods agree strongly, we are confident in the results reported here.
4.3. Homogenization for stripes. To validate the KMC method, we utilize
the exact solution (2.10) for \kappa 
\= (\sigma ) derived for the case of infinite absorbing stripes
where \sigma  \in  (0, 1) is the proportion of the plane which is absorbing. In Figure 5, we
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(a) the arrival time distribution

(b) \kappa 
\= against \sigma 
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Fig. 5. Homogenization for absorbing strips. (a) Frequency of hitting times from the KMC
method and the homogenized density (red solid). For an absorbing fraction of \sigma  = 0.25, the value
\kappa 
\= = 0.4092 is estimated. (b) Agreement between \kappa 
\= values obtained from the KMC method (blue
circles) and the exact (black solid) expression (2.10) over \sigma  \in  (0, 1) using 109 realizations. (c)
Relative error (4.8) in the approximation of \kappa 
\= against \sigma  shown in panel (b). As the surface becomes
mostly absorbing, the error increases as fewer trajectories contact the reflecting set and provide
information on \kappa 
\= . Color is available online only.

show results from KMC simulations performed with 1 \times  109 realizations, each with
initial location x0 = (0, 0, 10). The homogenized density accurately captures the
principal features of the capture time density, particularly its fat tail, for small and
moderate \sigma .
In Figure 5(c), we show the relative error
\scrE rel =

(4.8)

| \=
\kappa exact  -  \kappa 
\= kmc | 
\kappa 
\= exact

and observe that the method performs well over a large range of \sigma . For values of \sigma 
close to unity (which are associated with larger \kappa 
\= ), significantly more particles (we
have used up to 109 ) are needed to accurately determine \kappa 
\= . The reason for this is that
as \sigma  \rightarrow  1, the surface becomes completely absorbing and the time distribution to the
plane is dominated by particles that never hit the reflecting portion of the surface (and
which therefore yield no information distinguishing different surface configurations).
Correspondingly, fewer realizations give meaningful information that can distinguish
between different \kappa 
\= values. In Figure 5, we find that 109 particles allow us to accurately
resolve values of \kappa 
\= up to 103 .
5. Asymptotics in the dilute pore limit. In this section, we develop an
asymptotic estimate of the leakage parameter \kappa 
\= in the dilute pore limit where the
plane is largely reflecting. In particular, we develop a singular perturbation solution
of the homogenized problem (2.6):
\Delta u(y, z) = 0

(5.1a)
(5.1b)
(5.1c)

u(y, 0) = 0,

y \in  \Gamma a ,

for (y, z) \in  \Omega ,
uz (y, 0) =  - 1,

u(y + mp + nq, z) = u(y, z)

for

y \in  \Gamma r ,

(m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 , (y, z) \in  \Omega .

The leakage parameter then follows from the far-field condition that
(5.1d)

\kappa 
\=  - 1 = lim u(y, z).
z\rightarrow \infty 

The condition (5.1d) that u is bounded as z \rightarrow  \infty  will be applied repeatedly to
determine an asymptotic series for \kappa 
\= (or, equivalently, \kappa 
\=  - 1 ) in the small pore radius
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limit. We consider the absorbing set \Gamma a to be N nonoverlapping absorbing pores in
the plane \partial \Omega :
(5.2)

\Gamma a =

N
\bigcup 

\biggl( 
\scrA k

k=1

y  -  yk
\varepsilon 

\biggr) 
.

Here, \scrA k is the shape of the kth pore and \varepsilon  is a scale factor which yields a parameterized family of homothetic shapes centered at yk . Our asymptotic result will be
obtained in terms of the capacitances and locations of the individual pores on the
plane.
There is a long history of analysis of solutions to elliptic and parabolic equations
in the presence of small defects and inclusions. For results focused on diffusion to
small targets, we refer the reader to [18, 22, 24] for strongly localized perturbations
results [53, 54] and for uniformly valid results [1, 2, 29, 35]. An important constituent
in the analysis of such problems is detailed knowledge of the underlying Green's
function. In the present scenario, we consider the periodic Green's function G(y, z)
satisfying [5]
(5.3a)
(5.3b)

\Delta G(y, z) = 0 for (y, z) \in  \Omega ,
\sum 
Gz (y, 0) =
\delta (y  -  mp  -  nq),
y \in  \partial \Omega ,
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2

(5.3c)
(5.3d)

G(y, z) \sim 

z
+ \scrO (1)
| \scrP | 

G(y + mp + nq, z) = G(y, z)

as z \rightarrow  \infty ,

for (m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 , (y, z) \in  \Omega .

The Green's function consists of a singular piece identical to the half-space Green's
function, g(y, z), and a regular piece, r(y, z):
(5.4)

G(y, z) = g(y, z) + r(y, z),

g(y, z) =  - 

1 1
.
2\pi  | x| 

\= = r(0, 0), the value of the regular part of the Green's
We further define the constant R
function at the origin. In Appendix A, we give an explicit solution of (5.3) for general
Bravais lattices in terms of an infinite series (a lattice sum) and demonstrate how to
efficiently numerically evaluate this object.
5.1. Asymptotic expansion of \bfitkappa 
\= in the dilute pore limit. We use the
method of matched asymptotic expansion in the limit of small pore size, \varepsilon  \rightarrow  0, for
the solution of (5.1) (see [12, 18, 25] for related expansions). At each order, we obtain
a solvability condition that yields a contribution to the leakage parameter, \kappa 
\= , through
the far-field boundary condition (5.1d). We develop an outer solution u = u(y, z) of
the form
u0
+ u1 + \varepsilon u2 + \varepsilon 2 u3 + \scrO (\varepsilon 3 ),
(5.5)
u(y, z) =
\varepsilon 
which is valid except in a neighborhood of the pore that vanishes as \varepsilon  \rightarrow  0. The
functions uj = uj (y, z) may be singular at the pore and are a superposition of the
regular solution (which is just a constant), Green's functions (reflecting the absorbing
pores in (5.1b)), and potentially gradients of Green's functions which appear if higherorder terms in the expansion (5.5) are considered. This is a singular perturbation
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problem since the solution to the limiting problem (\varepsilon  decreasing to zero) does not
approach the constant solution to the limit problem (\varepsilon  = 0) which corresponds to no
absorbing set. We will discover below that the leading-order term in the expansion,
u0 /\varepsilon , is a constant. Intuitively, it can be understood via the analysis of (4.1). The flux
through a small pore can be estimated from the BP scalings as proportional to the
product of the radius \varepsilon  (or, equivalently, its capacitance) and the size of u(y, 0) at the
pore. As the vertical flux through the cell \scrP  is fixed at unity, this forces u(y, 0) \sim  1/\varepsilon 
for the two estimates of the flux to balance.
Inserting the expansion (5.5) into (5.1) yields the following problems for the uj :
\Delta uj (y, z) = 0

(5.6a)
(5.6b)
(5.6c)

for (y, z) \in  \Omega ,

uj (y + mp + nq, z) = uj (y, z) for (m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 , (y, z) \in  \Omega ,
\Biggl\{ 
0, j \not = 1,
\partial z uj (y, 0) =
y \in  \partial \Omega , y \not = yk .
 - 1, j = 1,

The condition (5.1d) implies the additional constraint
uj (y, z)

(5.6d)

bounded as

z \rightarrow  \infty .

We now seek an inner solution at each of the N pores in a primitive cell of the
periodic lattice. To establish the local behavior of uj in the vicinity of the kth pore,
we introduce stretched coordinates
\bfitzeta  = (s, \eta ),

s=

y  -  yk
,
\varepsilon 

\eta  =

z
.
\varepsilon 

The local problem is expanded in a form similar to (5.5):
w(s, \eta ) =

(5.7)

w0
+ w1 + \varepsilon w2 + \scrO (\varepsilon 2 ),
\varepsilon 

where the wj = wj (s, \eta ) satisfy the following problems in the upper half-space:
\Delta \bfitzeta  wj = 0 ,

(5.8a)
(5.8b)

wj (s, 0) = 0,

s \in  \scrA k ;

s \in  \BbbR 2 ;
\Biggl\{ 
0, j \not = 2,
\partial \eta  wj (s, 0) =
 - 1, j = 2,
\eta  > 0 ,

s \in 
/ \scrA k .

Here, the Laplacian, \Delta \bfitzeta  , is now in the stretched \bfitzeta  coordinates. The homogeneous
solutions to (5.8) are arbitrary to a multiplicative constant which is eventually determined by matching the far-field behavior with the outer solution.
To solve the family of equations (5.8), we introduce a related problem well known
from electrostatics (cf. [48]) of an electrified flat plate of shape \scrA k ,
(5.9a)
(5.9b)
(5.9c)

\Delta \bfitzeta  w = 0 ,
w(s, 0) = 1,

s \in  \scrA k ;

\eta  > 0 ,

s \in  \BbbR 2 ;

\partial \eta  w(s, 0) = 0,

s \in 
/ \scrA k ;

lim w(s, \eta ) = 0 ,

\rho \rightarrow \infty 

\sqrt{} 
where \rho  \equiv  | \bfitzeta |  =
| s| 2 + \eta  2 is the distance to the plate's center. The Neumann
condition external to the plate corresponds to a symmetry in the z = 0 plane, while
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the plate itself is held at a constant potential. The homogeneous solution for wk in
(5.8) is given by any constant multiple of 1  -  w.
In terms of the capacitance ck of the shape \scrA k , the far-field behavior (cf. [5]) is
\biggl(  \biggr) 
ck
1
+ \cdot  \cdot  \cdot 
as \rho  \rightarrow  \infty  .
(5.9d)
w \sim 
+ \scrO 
\rho 
\rho 2
For the case where \scrA k is circular, | s|  \leq  ak , (5.9) corresponds to the well-known
electrified disk problem (cf. [48]) with solution
\right] 
\left[ 
2ak
2
2a
k
\sqrt{} 
(5.10) w(s, \eta ) = sin - 1 \sqrt{} 
,
ck =
.
\pi 
\pi 
2
2
(| s|  + ak ) + \eta  2 + (| s|   -  ak ) + \eta  2
In terms of the electrified disk solution, w, we find that the leading-order pore solution
is
w0 = Ek (1  -  w(s, \eta )),
where the constant Ek is eventually determined by matching with the far-field. We
remark that the solution of w0 for the kth pore depends on the shape of \scrA k ; however,
to determine an expansion for \kappa 
\=  - 1 up to \scrO (\varepsilon 2 ), only the capacitance ck for each pore
is required. Expressing the far-field behavior in the original coordinates x provides
the following local conditions for u0 and u1 :
(5.11)

u0 \sim  Ek ,

u1 \sim   - 

Ek ck
+ \scrO (1)
| x  -  xk | 

as

x \rightarrow  xk ,

where we denote the location of the kth pore in \BbbR 3 as xk = (yk , 0). Since u0 is
bounded at each pore, u0 must be the constant solution to (5.6). Therefore, the
conditions u0 = Ek for k = 1, . . . , N imply that the Ek terms are equal. The general
solution of (5.6) for j = 1 which incorporates the local condition (5.11) is
(5.12)

u1 =  - z + 2\pi u0

N
\sum 

ck G(y  -  yk , z) + \chi 1 ,

k=1

where \chi 1 is a constant to be determined. The limiting behavior (5.1d) implies that
the solvability condition for u1 is that the solution be bounded as z \rightarrow  \infty . Applying
this solvability condition to (5.12) with the limiting behavior (5.3c) for G as z \rightarrow  \infty 
gives
(5.13)

u0 =

| \scrP | 
,
2\pi N c\=

c\= =

N
1 \sum 
ck .
N
k=1

To obtain \chi 1 and fully specify the correction u1 , we project the local behavior of
(5.12) onto each of the pores. Near the kth pore we have that
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
u0
u0
ck
(5.14)
+ u1 + \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  \sim 
1  - 
+ 2\pi u0 Bk + \chi 1 + \scrO (\varepsilon ) as x \rightarrow  xk .
\varepsilon 
\varepsilon 
| x  -  xk | 
The pore interaction terms Bk are defined as
(5.15)

\= +
B k = ck R

N
\sum 
j=1
j\not =k

cj G(yk  -  yj , 0),
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where G(yk  -  yj , 0) captures the pairwise interaction of the pores at yk and yj in a
primitive cell of the lattice (and also the interaction with their periodic images, as we
are using the periodic Green's function).
A comparison between (5.7) and (5.14) yields the matching condition lim\rho \rightarrow \infty  w1 =
(2\pi u0 Bk + \chi 1 ), which implies that
w1 = (2\pi u0 Bk + \chi 1 )(1  -  w(y)),

(5.16)

where w(y) solves (5.9). The local behavior on u2 is then given to be
u2 \sim   - 

(5.17)

ck (2\pi u0 Bk + \chi 1 )
+ \cdot  \cdot  \cdot 
| x  -  xk | 

as

x \rightarrow  xk .

The general solution of (5.6) for j = 2 which incorporates the local condition (5.17)
is
u2 = 2\pi 

(5.18)

N
\sum 

ck (2\pi u0 Bk + \chi 1 )G(y  -  yk , z) + \chi 2 ,

k=1

where \chi 2 is an arbitrary constant. The solvability condition that u2 be bounded as
z \rightarrow  \infty  specifies that
N
\sum 

(5.19)

ck (2\pi u0 Bk + \chi 1 ) = 2\pi u0

k=1

N
\sum 

ck Bk + \chi 1 N c\= = 0.

k=1

Rearranging the equality (5.19) for \chi 1 and applying (5.13) for u0 yields that
\chi 1 =  - 

(5.20)

2\pi u0 T
c \scrG c,
N c\=

where the matrix \scrG  \in  \BbbR N \times N and the vector c \in  \BbbR N are defined as
\Biggl\{ 
\=
R,
i = j,
c = (c1 , . . . , cN )T .
(5.21)
\scrG i,j =
G(yi  -  yj , 0), i \not = j,
To go further and identify the next correction \chi 2 , we write the expansion (5.5) in
terms of coordinates near the kth pore and include gradient terms to find that
(5.22)

w2 (\bfitzeta ) \sim   - \eta  + 2\pi u0 fk \cdot  s + 2\pi Dk + \chi 2 + \scrO (1),

\rho  \rightarrow  \infty .

2

Here, fk \in  \BbbR  is the horizontal gradient term arising from (5.12), while Dk arises from
the local behavior of (5.18). The gradient terms are given by
\Biggl[ 
\Biggr] 
N
\sum 
(5.23)
fk = ck \nabla \bfy  R(y  -  yk , 0) +
cj \nabla \bfy  G(y  -  yk , 0)
,
j=1
j\not =k

\bfy =\bfy k

while the constant terms Dk for k = 1, . . . , N are given by
\= +
Dk = ck (2\pi u0 Bk + \chi 1 )R

N
\sum 

cj (2\pi u0 Bj + \chi 1 )G(yj  -  yk , 0)

j=1
j\not =k

\Biggl[ 
(5.24)

\= +
= \chi 1 Bk + 2\pi u0 ck Bk R

N
\sum 
j=1
j\not =k

\Biggr] 
cj Bj G(yj  -  yk , 0) .
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The general solution of (5.8) for j = 2 which matches the far-field behavior (5.22)
is of the form
(5.25)

w2 (\bfitzeta ) =  - \eta  + 2\pi u0 fk \cdot  w\ast  (\bfitzeta ) + (2\pi Dk + \chi 2 )(1  -  w(\bfitzeta )).

The vector-valued problem w\ast  (\bfitzeta ) \in  \BbbR 2 is a planar dipole problem and satisfies
\Delta \bfitzeta  w\ast  = 0 ,

(5.26a)
(5.26b)

w\ast  = 0 ,

\eta  = 0 ,

(5.26c)

\eta  > 0 ,

s \in  \scrA k ;

w\ast  = s + \scrO (1),

s \in  \BbbR 2 ;

\partial \eta  w\ast  = 0 ,

\eta  = 0 ,

s \in 
/ \scrA k ;

\rho  \rightarrow  \infty .

The exact solution for w\ast  (\bfitzeta ) in the case of circular pores is determined in Sneddon [48,
p. 177], though the particular details are not important in the determination of \chi 2
since w\ast  (\bfitzeta ) does not contribute a monopole to the far-field. Therefore, the solution
of (5.25) provides the local condition u3 \sim   - ck (2\pi Dk + \chi 2 )/| x  -  xk |  as x \rightarrow  xk . The
condition that u3 remain bounded as z \rightarrow  \infty  is that
(5.27)

0=

N
\sum 

ck (2\pi Dk + \chi 2 ) = 2\pi 

k=1

N
\sum 

ck Dk + N c\= \chi 2 .

k=1

Solving for \chi 2 and using (5.24) for the terms Dk yields the concise expression
\chi 2 =

(5.28)

\chi 21
4\pi  2 u0
(\scrG c)T diag(c) \scrG c .
 - 
u0
N c\=

Combining (5.13), (5.20), and (5.28) in condition (5.1d) yields the three-term approximation for \kappa 
\=  - 1 ,
u0
+ \chi 1 + \varepsilon \chi 2 + \scrO (\varepsilon 2 )
\varepsilon 
\biggr) 
\biggl( 
| \scrP | 
4\pi  2 \varepsilon 2
2\pi \varepsilon  T
T
3
=
c \scrG c + 2 2 (\scrG c) \scrM (\scrG c) + \scrO (\varepsilon  ) ,
1  - 
2\pi \varepsilon N c\=
N c\=
N c\=

\kappa 
\=  - 1 =
(5.29)

where the matrix \scrM , defined as
(5.30)

\scrM  \equiv  ccT  -  N c\= diag(c),

describes the influence of interpore variations in capacitances for the pore set. To
summarize, we have derived an expansion for \kappa 
\=  - 1 in the limit of vanishing pore size,
\biggl[ 
\biggr] 
| \scrP | 
2\pi \varepsilon  T
4\pi  2 \varepsilon 2
 - 1
T
3
\kappa 
\= =
1  - 
c \scrG c + 2 2 (\scrG c) \scrM (\scrG c) + \scrO (\varepsilon  )
2\pi \varepsilon N c\=
N c\=
N c\=
\biggl[ 
\biggr] 
1 T
2\pi \varepsilon 
| \scrP |  1
T
2
 - 
c \scrG c + 2 2 (\scrG c) \scrM (\scrG c) + \scrO (\varepsilon  ) ,
(5.31)
=
N c\= 2\pi \varepsilon  N c\=
N c\=
where the matrix \scrM  is defined in (5.30). In comparing (5.31) with previous results
obtained by Belyaev, Chechkin, and Gadyl'shin [5], (2.7), we remark that the result
(2.7) is derived for a uniform square lattice of which the \scrO (\varepsilon ) term is zero (as is
explained in section 5.2). At the next order, the \scrO (\varepsilon 2 ) term describes the effect of
the pore's dipole and orientation on the capture rate. This term can be determined
by a straightforward extension of the asymptotic procedure; see [26], for example.
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5.2. The effect of pore heterogeneity. In practice, one often wishes to make
comparisons with \kappa 
\= (as opposed to \kappa 
\=  - 1 ). Two expressions for \kappa 
\= are
(5.32)
(5.33)

\biggl[ 
2\pi \varepsilon N c\=
1  - 
| \scrP | 
\biggl[ 
2\pi \varepsilon N c\=
=
1+
| \scrP | 

\kappa 
\= =

2\pi \varepsilon  T
c \scrG c +
N c\=
2\pi \varepsilon  T
c \scrG c +
N c\=

\biggr]  - 1
4\pi  2 \varepsilon 2
T
3
(\scrG c)
\scrM (\scrG c)
+
\scrO (\varepsilon 
)
N 2 c\=2
\biggr] 
4\pi  2 \varepsilon 2
(\scrG c)T diag(c)(\scrG c) + \scrO (\varepsilon 3 ) ,
N c\=

where the second is just a re-expansion in \varepsilon  of the reciprocal in the first. We find
that the first expression often agrees better with our numerics at modest values of
\varepsilon . We show below that the contribution (\scrG c)T \scrM (\scrG c) to \kappa 
\=  - 1 in (5.32) vanishes for
pore configurations which have identical capacitances. However, the term at the
corresponding order does not vanish in the expansion (5.33). Ultimately, the choice
here to expand \kappa 
\= or \kappa 
\=  - 1 is arbitrary; depending on the original scalings chosen for
the governing equations, one can asymptotically derive either expression and then
algebraically determine its inverse.
In both (5.32) and (5.33), the \scrO (\varepsilon ) term reflects the BP approximation to the
leakage parameter (2.3) and the \scrO (\varepsilon 2 ) term can be either deprecating or enhancing (see section 6.2.1 for an example). The matrix \scrM , defined in (5.30), is negative
semidefinite, and the contribution (\scrG c)T \scrM (\scrG c) vanishes for homogeneous pore configurations. Therefore, from the expansion (5.32), we conclude that this term deprecates
the capture rate for heterogeneous configurations in the dilute fraction limit.
To show that \scrM  is negative definite, we consider the quadratic form vT \scrM v,
where v is an arbitrary vector. We further decompose v into two components: \beta b,
which is a scalar multiple, \beta , of the constant vector b = [1, 1, . . . , 1]T ; and a, which
is orthogonal to the vector of capacitances c. This orthogonality condition allows us
to solve for \beta :
cT v
.
v = a + \beta b,
\beta  =
N c\=
We have used the fact that
T

c b=

N
\sum 

ck = N c.
\=

k=1

Now consider the quadratic form
vT \scrM v = aT \scrM a + 2\beta aT \scrM b + \beta  2 bT \scrM b
=  - N c\= aT diag(c)a  -  2\beta N c\= aT diag(c)b + \beta  2 bT ccT b  -  \beta  2 N c\= bT diag(c)b
=  - N c\= aT diag(c)a  -  2\beta N c\= aT c + \beta  2 (N c)
\= 2  -  \beta  2 (N c)
\= 2
=  - N c\= aT diag(c)a,
which we see is negative, unless a = 0. So the \chi 2 contribution to \kappa 
\=  - 1 is negative,
T
unless \scrG c is a multiple of b = [1, 1, . . . , 1] , in which case it is zero. We remark
that the expansion for \kappa 
\= derived in [5] for a square lattice did not include this term,
precisely because a homogeneous pore configuration was considered. Note that the
vector \scrG c can be thought of as the sum of the effects of a set of pores on a given pore.
If the arrangement of pores is homogeneous, then \scrG c is a multiple of b = [1, 1, . . . , 1]T
and \chi 2 vanishes.
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(a) square

(b) hexagonal
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(c) heterogeneous

Fig. 6. Three example lattices used to validate the asymptotic formula.

6. Results. In this section, we perform a number of numerical demonstrations to
show the agreement between the KMC method (section 3) and the singular perturbation approach for estimating \kappa 
\= in the dilute fraction limit (section 5). This agreement
also validates the lattice sum evaluation of the Green's function (Appendix A).
6.1. Verification of asymptotic formula. In this section, we verify the validity of the asymptotic formula on three test cases shown in Figure 6. To observe the
convergence of the numerical method and validity of the asymptotics, we calculate
(6.1)

\bigm| 
\bigm| 
\bigm|  \kappa 
\=  -  \kappa 
\= kmc \bigm| \bigm| 
\scrE rel (\=
\kappa ) = \bigm| \bigm| 
,
\kappa 
\= kmc \bigm| 

where the estimate \kappa 
\= kmc is generated from 1 \times  109 realizations of the capture time,
each initiated at the point x0 = (0, 0, 5). The asymptotics are benchmarked on three
examples: a square, a hexagonal, and a nonuniform lattice (see Figure 6).
6.1.1. Example: Square centered lattice. Here, we compare with the asymptotics for the square centered lattice shown in Figure 6(a) with primitive cell \scrP  =
[ - 1/2, 1/2]2 for which N = 1, | \scrP |  = 1, and c\= = 2/\pi . Formulating the asymptotic
result (5.32) in terms of the absorbing fraction \sigma  = \pi \varepsilon 2 gives
(6.2)

4\sigma 
\kappa 
\= =
\pi \varepsilon 

\Biggl[ 

\Biggr] 
3
1
2
\sqrt{} 
\= + \scrO (\sigma  ) .
1  -  4 \pi \sigma  R

\= \approx  0.6207, in agreement with
The value of the regular part is calculated to be R
that determined in [16]. In Figure 7, we show agreement between the estimate, after
rescaling by the BP value (2.3),
(6.3)

\sqrt{} 
\biggl[ 
\biggr]  - 1
3
\kappa 
\=
\sigma  \=
= 1  -  4
R
+ \scrO (\sigma  2 ),
\kappa 
\= bp
\pi 

\kappa 
\= bp =

4\sigma 
,
\pi \varepsilon 

and the KMC results for the square lattice. We also compare to the fitted results
derived in [9, 10]. By contrast with the fitted results (which were optimized over a
large range of \sigma ), our numerics verify that the asymptotic results capture the behavior
3
of \kappa 
\= /\kappa 
\= bp to \scrO (\sigma  2 ) in the dilute pore limit.
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3.5

3.0

KMC Method
Asymptotics
Fitted

10 -1

10 -2

κ̄ 2.5
κ̄bp
2.0

10 -3

1.5

10 -4
1.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3
√

0.4

10 -3

0.5

10 -2

10 -1

σ

(a) rescaled \kappa 
\= /\kappa 
\= bp against

\surd 

\sigma 

(b) the relative error

Fig. 7. Square centered lattice example. Comparison of the asymptotic formula (blue curves)
(6.2) and the fitted results (green\surd curves) (2.9) from [9, 10] with KMC numerics. Left: the rescaled
leakage parameter \kappa 
\= /\kappa 
\= bp against \sigma . Right: relative error against \sigma . Lines (red dashed and dotted)
of slope 1/2 and 3/2 added for comparison. Color is available online only.

3.5

3.0

KMC Method
Asymptotics
Fitted

10 -1

Asymptotics
Fitted
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1.5
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1.0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3
√

0.4

0.5

10 -3

10 -2

σ

(a) rescaled \kappa 
\= /\kappa 
\= bp against

10 -1

σ

\surd 

\sigma 

(b) relative errors

Fig. 8. Hexagonal lattice example. Comparison of the asymptotic formula (blue curves) (6.4)
and the fitted results (green
\surd  curves) (2.9) from [9, 10] with KMC numerics. Left: the rescaled leakage
parameter \kappa 
\= /\kappa 
\= bp against \sigma . Right: relative error against \sigma . Lines (red dashed and dotted) of slope
1/2 and 3/2 added for comparison. Color is available online only.

6.1.2. Example: Hexagonal lattice. For the hexagonal lattice with a primitive cell of unit area (cf. Figure 6(b)), (5.32) is applied with N = 1, | \scrP |  = 1, and
c\= = 2/\pi  to obtain the rescaled approximation

(6.4)

\Biggl[ 
\Biggr]  - 1
\sqrt{} 
3
\kappa 
\=
\sigma  \=
= 1  -  4
R
+ \scrO (\sigma  2 ),
\kappa 
\= bp
\pi 

\kappa 
\= bp =

4\sigma 
.
\pi \varepsilon 

\= = 0.6240. In Figure 8, we display the agreement between (6.4)
We calculate that R
and the fitted result (2.9) derived in [9, 10] with simulations from the KMC method.
As with the square lattice, the fitted results are better for moderate \sigma , while our
numerics verify that the asymptotic results capture the behavior of \kappa 
\= /\kappa 
\= bp to higher
order in the dilute pore limit.
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Fig. 9. Heterogeneous lattice example.
\surd  Comparison of the asymptotic formula (5.32) with KMC
simulations. Left: plot of \kappa 
\= /\kappa 
\= bp against \sigma . Right: relative error against \sigma . Line (red dotted) of
slope 3/2 added for comparison.

6.1.3. Example: Heterogeneous lattice. For this example, we consider a
repeating cell \scrP  = [ -  12 , 21 ]2 with four pores centered at
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
(6.5) x1 =
,
,  -  .
,
x2 =  -  ,
,
x3 =  -  ,  -  ,
x4 =
4 4
4 4
4 4
4 4
The pores are circular with radii \varepsilon  or \varepsilon /4 so that the capacitance vector is c = (2\varepsilon /\pi )a,
where a = [ 41 , 1, 14 , 1]. We evaluate the Green's function matrix for this example to be
\right] 
\left[ 
0.6207 0.1818 0.1818 0.2571
0.1818 0.6207 0.2571 0.1818
\scrG  =
0.1818 0.2571 0.6207 0.1818
0.2571 0.1818 0.1818 0.6207
and form an approximation for \kappa 
\= /\kappa 
\= bp from (5.32). The convergence results are shown
in Figure 9. In the particular case with nonuniform pore sizes, the corresponding BP
leakage parameter is
\Biggl(  \sum N
\Biggr) 
\=
4\sigma 
4\sigma  N a
j=1 aj
\kappa 
\= bp =
=
\sum N 2 .
\pi \varepsilon  \| a\| 2
\pi \varepsilon 
j=1 aj
6.2. Optimizing capture rates. Our asymptotics allow us to extend some
of the observations made by previous researchers on which configurations optimize
capture rates for the diffuse pore asymptotics. In the homogenized version of the
problem, the capture rate increases monotonically with the leakage parameter \kappa 
\= . As
such, we use our asymptotic results to seek configurations that maximize \kappa 
\= .
At the outset, we note that for a given configuration of pores, at leading order
\Biggl(  N
\Biggr) 
2\pi \varepsilon N c\= 2\pi \varepsilon  \sum 
=
ck ,
\kappa 
\= =
| \scrP | 
| \scrP | 
k=1

from which we can see that increasing the capacitances of the individual pores increases \kappa 
\= . Moreover, increasing the size of the periodic cell, \scrP , will decrease the capture rate. A natural optimization problem can also be considered: Among all regular
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lattices of identical pores with fixed area fraction \sigma , which one maximizes the capture
rate? We can answer this question in the dilute pore limit via our asymptotics. As the
pores have equal capacitances (here \varepsilon c),
\= the third term of the asymptotic expansion
for \kappa 
\=  - 1 vanishes and it is convenient to consider (5.32), which reduces to
\kappa 
\= \sim 

\Bigr]  - 1
2\pi \varepsilon c\= \Bigl[ 
\=
1  -  2\pi \varepsilon c\=R(p,
q)
.
| \scrP | 

\=
We wish to maximize \kappa 
\= , which is equivalent to maximizing R(p,
q), while | \scrP |  = | p\times q| 
is fixed to unity.
6.2.1. Example: Rectangular lattices. In this example, we restrict ourselves
to homogeneous rectangular lattices with primitive cell \scrP  = [ -  a2 , a2 ] \times  [ 2b , 2b ] and
| \scrP |  = ab = 1. This yields
\Bigl[ 
\Bigr]  - 1
\=
\kappa 
\= \sim  2\pi \varepsilon c\= 1  -  2\pi \varepsilon c\= R
.

(6.6)

In Figure 10, we observe that the optimal lattice is a square (a/b = 1). However,
in the space of general two-dimensional Bravais lattices, we find (cf. section 6.2.2)
the square lattice to be a saddle point. For a sufficiently elongated rectangular cell
\= becomes negative. This indicates that interpore
a/b \geq  7.055, the regular part R
competition enhances \kappa 
\= for a nearly square domain (and deprecates it for sufficiently
elongated domains) relative to the BP value (cf. 6.3).
0.8
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R̄
0.2
0.0
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-0.4
0
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a/b

\= for rectangular lattices of aspect ratio a/b. A square lattice (red
Fig. 10. The regular part R
\= and hence \kappa 
\= becomes negative for narrow rectangular lattices. Color
square) maximizes R
\= , while R
is available online only.

6.2.2. Example: General Bravais lattices. There is a long history of minimizing various interaction energies over the space of two-dimensional Bravais lattices [31, 40] that continues to be an active area of research at present [13, 14, 15].
These studies concentrate on lattice sums, which have the same symmetries as the
\= which we are studying here. It is striking
regular part of the Green's function, R,
that many of these studies find that the hexagonal lattice is a global extremum, as
we will demonstrate numerically here.
Our strategy for numerical investigation of the capture rate of general twodimensional lattices is to first parameterize the space of possible lattices and then
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rescale them to correspond to a primitive cell of area unity. By rotating and rescaling, we can reduce the space of lattices to a two-parameter family, (p, q), given by
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
p \surd 
1
(6.7)
p = \surd  , q ,
q = \surd  , 0 ,
q
q
where q > 0. However, this set of vectors has an additional set of symmetries generated by translations (p, q) \rightarrow  (p + q, q) which is equivalent to (p, q) \rightarrow  (p + 1, q), exchanging
the
\bigr)  two vectors (p, q) \rightarrow  (q, p), which is equivalent to the inversion (p, q) \rightarrow 
\bigl( 
p, \surd  2q 2 and the reflection (p, q) \rightarrow  ( - p, q) equivalent to (p, q) \rightarrow  ( - p, q). The
p +q

reflection and translation symmetries can also be combined to yield a mirror symmetry (p, q) \rightarrow  (1  -  p, q). These correspond to the symmetries of a Poincar\'e half-plane,
and every configuration occurs infinitely often in a fractal pattern well known in the
study of hyperbolic geometry. All configurations occur in the basic cell 21 \leq  p \leq  1,
\sqrt{} 
q \geq  1  -  p2 .
\=
In the contour plot of R(p,
q) displayed in Figure 11, we observe two types of
\=
critical points: the hexagonal \surd lattice corresponding to the global maxima of R(p,
q),
3
1
which occurs at (p, q) = ( 2 , 2 ) in the basic cell; and the square lattice, which is
a saddle point which occurs at (p, q) = (1, 1) in the basic cell. There is an infinite
sequence of images of these critical points, arising from the symmetries and manifested
by a fractal set in the contour plot. Our conclusion is that hexagonal lattices maximize
the rate of absorption.

q

p

1.5

\=
Fig. 11. Contour plot of R(p,
q) over two-dimensional lattices where (p, q) are described in
\= has the symmetries of the Poincar\'
(6.7). The function R
e half-plane; the values in the basic cell
(the bright region 1/2 < p < 1 and p2 + q 2 > 1) are repeated infinitely often under the reflection
\surd 
and inversion symmetries. In the basic cell, there is a maximum (navy hexagon) at (p, q) = ( 21 , 23 )
corresponding to the hexagonal lattice and a saddle point (red square) which occurs at (p, q) = (1, 1)
corresponding to the square lattice. Each of these critical points has an infinite number of images
which accumulate on the line q = 0.

7. Discussion. This work has considered the capture rate of diffusing molecules
on an infinite plane with a periodic array of absorbing surface pores. Our analytical
treatment is based on boundary homogenization, an approach which seeks to replace
the complex configuration of Neumann and Dirichlet surface conditions with a single
Robin condition that matches the expected lifetime of the diffusing particle.
Previous work on this longstanding problem has focused on square lattices of
homogeneous (common capacitance) pores. The first contribution of this paper is
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to obtain boundary homogenizations for heterogeneous configurations of pores on
general Bravais lattices. These results are derived in the limit of a small absorbing
area fraction and rely on detailed knowledge of the periodic Green's function for
the Laplacian. We introduce a lattice sum for this quantity and discuss techniques
for its rapid evaluation on general Bravais lattices. This significantly improves on
discretization-based approximations used previously [16]. We find that a hexagonal
lattice maximizes the absorption rate on the surface.
As a confirmation of our theoretical results, we introduced a novel kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) method for efficient and accurate sampling of the capture time distribution described by (1.1). This method is based on a two-stage decomposition
of Brownian paths into those transiting from bulk to plane (Stage I) and plane to
bulk (Stage II). In each of these stages, the terminus and duration of the sojourn are
sampled from exact distributions. This approach improves on previous methods that
use spherical projectors [4], as it eliminates arbitrary parameters which are needed to
ensure convergence. Comparison to fitted approximations for \kappa 
\= shows the accuracy
of the method and validates the new asymptotic results.
There are several avenues for future investigation arising from this work. It is
desirable to extend KMC methods to general polyhedra which can represent curved
surfaces. For closed surfaces in three dimensions, it is desirable to develop KMC
methods that can accurately and efficiently simulate the Brownian paths that elude
the target surface and escape to infinity. In biological applications, pores may be
growing or shrinking and the surface itself may be in motion. A challenging avenue
for future work would be to extend the KMC framework for evolving surfaces and
dynamic pore geometries.
Appendix A. The periodic Green's function.
The dilute fraction limit
approximation of \kappa 
\= (5.32) is developed in terms of the periodic Green's function for
the Laplacian. In this appendix, we solve for this function, which gives the response
to a periodic set of sources on the bounding plane. Denote the open half-space of
x = (y, z) \in  \BbbR 3 , where y = (x, y) \in  \BbbR 2 and z > 0 as \Omega , and let \partial \Omega  be the bounding
plane where z = 0. The free space Green's function, g(y, z), for the Neumann problem
on the half-space is
(A.1)

g(y, z) \equiv   - 

1
1
1 1
=  -  \surd 
,
2\pi  | x| 
2\pi  r2 + z 2

\sqrt{} 
where r = | y|  = x2 + y 2 . Let p and q be linearly independent vectors in \BbbR 2 , and
consider the lattice
\bigl\{ 
\bigr\} 
\Lambda  = mp + nq |  (m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2
on the plane. We can define a primitive cell, \scrP , which is the parallelogram
\bigl\{ 
\bigr\} 
\scrP  = \alpha p + \beta q |  | \alpha |  < 21 , | \beta |  < 12 ,

| \scrP |  = | p \times  q| .

The plane can be partitioned into translates of this primitive cell (each centered on
a lattice point in \Lambda ) and the boundaries between them. We look for a solution where
there is a unit flux source at each point of \Lambda  and which is periodic under translation
by the vectors p and q.
As a starting point, we might consider the periodic Neumann problem with sources
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at each point on \Lambda ,
\Delta G(y, z) = 0 for (y, z) \in  \Omega ,
\sum 
Gz (y, 0) =
\delta (y  -  mp  -  nq),
y \in  \partial \Omega ,

(A.2a)
(A.2b)

(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2

(A.2c)

G(y + mp + nq, z) = G(y, z)

for (m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 , (y, z) \in  \Omega ,

which seems solvable via superposition. This strategy faces several obstacles. First,
the naive lattice sum solution one might propose,
\sum 
\sum 
1
1
,
g(y  -  mp  -  nq, z) =
 -  \sqrt{} 
2\pi 
| y
 - 
mp
 -  nq| 2 + z 2
2
2
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 

(m,n)\in \BbbZ 

does not converge. Second, the vertical flux through each cell of the lattice is finite,
which implies a linear growth of G as z increases. Finally, the solution is arbitrary
up to an additive constant. These problems were addressed for the case of a square
lattice in [5], and we extend that analysis to a general lattice here.
Let us examine the vertical flux in a bit more detail. Consider the cylinder
\{ (y, z) |  y \in  \scrP , 0 < z < h\} . The flux of G through the lateral edges of this cylinder
must be zero by the horizontal periodicity. The vertical flux through the bottom
boundary is unity by the boundary condition (A.2b). As such, the total flux through
the top of the cylinder at z = h must also be unity:
\int  \int 
Gz (y, h) dy = 1,
h > 0.
\scrP 

We will argue below (again following the ideas in [5]) that as the height tends to
infinity, horizontal variation in the solution decays exponentially and
z
G(y, z) \sim 
+ G\infty  + \scrO (1)
as z \rightarrow  \infty .
| \scrP | 
Here, the coefficient of the linear term guarantees a unit vertical flux through each
horizontal cross-section of the cylinder above \scrP . The solution for G is arbitrary up
to an additive constant, G\infty  , and we choose G\infty  = 0 for simplicity.
Using this knowledge, we reformulate the problem to look for a doubly periodic
solution with specified growth at large z:
(A.3a)
(A.3b)

\Delta G(y, z) = 0 for (y, z) \in  \Omega ,
\sum 
Gz (y, 0) =
\delta (y  -  mp  -  nq),
y \in  \partial \Omega ,
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2

z
+ \scrO (1)
| \scrP | 

(A.3c)

G(y, z) \sim 

(A.3d)

G(y + mp + nq, z) = G(y, z)

as z \rightarrow  \infty ,
for (m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 ,

(y, z) \in  \Omega .

We now break the Green's function into two terms: a singular piece identical to the
half-space Green's function, g(y, z), and a regular piece, r(y, z), that captures the
horizontal variation, ensures periodicity, and satisfies the boundary condition at large
z. Specifically, we have
(A.4)

G(y, z) = g(y, z) + r(y, z).
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We further break the regular portion into two pieces,
\= + R(y, z),
r(y, z) = R

(A.5)

\= = r(0, 0) is a constant, specifically the value of the regular part of the Green's
where R
function at the origin, which implies that R(0, 0) = 0.
Following the ideas in [5], we propose that R(y, z) be given by
\sum 
g(y  -  mp  -  nq, z)  -  g( - mp  -  nq, 0)  -  x \cdot  \nabla g( - mp  -  nq, 0)
R(y, z) =
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2\ast 

(A.6)

1
=  - 
2\pi 

\Biggl[ 
\sum 
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2\ast 

\Biggr] 
1
(mp + nq) \cdot  y
\sqrt{} 
 - 
,
 - 
| mp + nq| 
| mp + nq| 3
| y  -  mp  -  nq| 2 + z 2
1

where \BbbZ 2\ast  is the set of ordered pairs of integers (m, n) excluding (0, 0). To understand
this expression, note that the first term is a lattice sum of translates of the halfspace Green's function. From each term in this sum, we have subtracted its linear
power series approximation at the origin. The linear correction is harmonic, as are
the translates of the Greens function, so the proposed solution satisfies (A.3a). The
linear correction also ensures uniform convergence of the series. To see this, note that
for fixed y and z,
\bigm| 
\bigm| 
\bigm| 
1
1
(mp + nq) \cdot  y \bigm| \bigm| 
C
\bigm| 
 - 
 - 
\bigm|  \sqrt{} 
\bigm|  \leq 
\bigm|  | y  -  mp  -  nq| 2 + z 2
| mp + nq| 
| mp + nq| 3 \bigm|  (m2 + n2 )3/2
for some C (which may depend on y and z). Consequently, this sum is absolutely
convergent. Finally, subtracting the linear correction ensures that both R(0, 0) and
\nabla R(0, 0) vanish.
The proposed form of the periodic Green's function (A.4) satisfies the flux boundary condition (A.3b) at z = 0. We must check that the Green's function is doubly
\= to satisfy the boundary condition (A.3c) at large z.
periodic, (A.3d), and choose R
A.1. Symmetries and periodicity. From the symmetries of (A.3a), G(y, z) is
doubly periodic and even with respect to the lattice \Lambda . That is,
(A.7a)

G(y + mp + nq, z) = G(y, z)

(A.7b)

G(\alpha p + \beta q, z) = G( - \alpha p  -  \beta q, z)

for

(m, n) \in  \BbbZ 2 , (y, z) \in  \Omega ;
for

(\alpha , \beta ) \in  \BbbR 2 , z > 0.

As g(y, z) is axisymmetric, (A.7b) implies that the regular part of the Green's function
also has even symmetry at the origin with respect to the lattice:
(A.8)

r(\alpha p + \beta q, z) = r( - \alpha p  -  \beta q, z)

for

(\alpha , \beta ) \in  \BbbR 2 , z > 0.

Differentiating (A.8) with respect to \alpha  and \beta  and sending these parameters to zero
implies that
p \cdot  \nabla r(0, z) = 0,
q \cdot  \nabla r(0, z) = 0,
which demonstrates that the horizontal component of the gradient vanishes when y =
0. Moreover, the flux boundary condition at z = 0, (A.3b), implies that rz (y, 0) = 0,
from which we deduce that the gradient of the regular part vanishes at the origin:
(A.9)

\nabla r(0, 0) = 0.
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We now show that our proposed solution (A.4), (A.6) is periodic under translation
by any member of the lattice \Lambda . To prove this, we again use a modification of an
argument in [5]. Consider the Hessian of our proposed solution for G:
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\sum 
\partial 
\partial G
\partial  2 g
\scrH ij =
=
(y  -  mp  -  nq, z).
\partial xi \partial xj
\partial xi \partial xj
2
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 

This sum is absolutely convergent, doubly periodic by construction, and infinitely
differentiable in z > 0. Moreover, at z = 0 the singular part of the Hessian matches
the Hessian of the free space Green's function at each point in \Lambda  guaranteeing the
proper singular behavior.
We wish now to reconstruct first the gradient of G and then G itself. While this
may seem straightforward, there are several difficulties. First, integration may yield
a nonperiodic function; Fourier analysis can be used to show that if the gradient of G
has nonzero mean value in the horizontal directions, then G will have an associated
linear growth (to illustrate this, consider the linear function F = c1 x + c2 y, which is
not periodic and which has a gradient that is a constant vector which is periodic).
Second, we must be careful to obtain a convergent (ideally absolutely convergent)
series.
To reconstruct G, we first note that on a simply connected domain when two
functions have the same gradient, they differ by at most a constant. We will now
reconstruct the gradient from the Hessian (which is essentially the gradient of the
gradient of G) and show that it is indeed doubly periodic.
Consider a line integral of the Hessian along a line, \Gamma , from the point (\=
y, z)
\= to a
point translated by one of the lattice vectors, say (\=
y + p, z):
\=
\int 

\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\partial G
\partial 
\cdot  d\bfx i
\partial xj
\Gamma  \partial xi
\partial G
\partial G
=
(\=
\bfy  + \bfp , z)
\=  - 
(\=
\bfy , z)
\=
\partial xj
\partial xj
\sum 
\partial g
\partial g
(\=
\bfy  + \bfp   -  m\bfp   -  n\bfq , z)
\=  - 
g(\=
\bfy   -  m\bfp   -  n\bfq , z)
\=
=
\partial x
\partial x
j
j
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2
\Biggr] 
\Biggl[  \infty 
\infty 
\infty 
\sum 
\sum  \partial g
\sum 
\partial g
=
(\=
\bfy   -  (m  -  1)\bfp   -  n\bfq , z)
\=  - 
(\=
\bfy   -  m\bfp   -  n\bfq , z)
\=
\partial xj
\partial xj
n= - \infty  m= - \infty 
m= - \infty 
\int 

\scrH ij \cdot  d\bfx i =
\Gamma 

= 0,

which guarantees that the integral of \scrH ij retains the doubly periodic symmetry of the
lattice. Showing that the sum in this calculation vanishes is a bit subtle; we need to
check that we have broken the inner sum into two absolutely convergent series. Note
that
\bigm| 
\bigm| 
\bigm|  \partial g
\bigm| 
C1 + C2 m
\bigm| 
y  -  mp  -  nq, z)
\= \bigm| \bigm|  \leq 
\bigm|  \partial xj (\=
(m2 + n2 )3/2
\= z,
for some C1 and C2 (which may depend on y,
\= and n). Consequently, the inner
sums in m are absolutely convergent and one can show that their difference vanishes
by observing that they are re-indexed versions of the same sum.
We now wish to construct the gradient of the periodic Green's function explicitly.
We do so in a fashion that will make the gradient of the regular portion of the Green's
function vanish at the origin (A.9). Let \gamma  be a path from the origin to a point (y, z),
and write the gradient as the sum of the gradients of the singular and regular portions
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of the periodic Green's function:
\partial G
\partial g
\partial r
=
(y, z) +
(y, z).
\partial xj
\partial xj
\partial xj
We now identify
\partial r
(y, z) =
\partial xj

\sum 
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2\ast 

\sum 

=

(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2\ast 

\int 
\gamma 

\partial  2 g
(y  -  mp  -  nq, z) \cdot  dxi
\partial xi \partial xj

\partial g
\partial g
(y  -  mp  -  nq, z)  - 
( - mp  -  nq, 0).
\partial xj
\partial xj

This yields an absolutely convergent sum for the regular part of the Green's function
which vanishes at the origin. This expression for the gradient of the Green's function
is guaranteed to be periodic by the calculation above. By construction (or direct
\partial r
(0, 0) = 0.
substitution), the gradient of the regular part vanishes at the origin, \partial x
j
Moreover, the gradient of the periodic Green's function acquires the symmetry of the
free space Green's function; it is odd in the horizontal component (\sigma  = 1) and even
in the vertical component (\sigma  = 0) with respect to translation on the lattice:
\partial G
\partial G
(\alpha p + \beta q, z) = ( - 1)\sigma 
( - \alpha p  -  \beta q, z)
\partial xj
\partial xj

for (\alpha , \beta ) \in  \BbbR 2 , z > 0.

We now proceed to reconstruct G from its gradient. One first needs to show that G
is periodic. We can use an argument similar to that used above. Once again consider
an integral along a line segment, \Gamma , from the point (\=
y, z)
\= to a point translated by one
of the lattice vectors, say (\=
y + p, z):
\=
\int 
\partial G
G(\=
y + p, z)
\=  -  G(\=
y, z)
\= =
(x, z)
\= \cdot  dxi = 0.
\partial x
i
\Gamma 
Here, we know the integral vanishes because it is taken over a full period of an odd
periodic function. Consequently, G(y, z) is doubly periodic and satisfies the boundary
condition (A.3d). We now construct the periodic Green's function explicitly. Recalling
\= = r(0, 0) is the value of the regular part of the periodic Green's function at
that R
the origin, we again integrate along a path \gamma  from the origin to a point (y, z),
\= = r(y, z)  -  r(0, 0)
R(y, z) = r(y, z)  -  R
\int 
\partial r
=
(y, z) \cdot  dxi
\partial x
j
\gamma 
\biggr] 
\sum  \int  \biggl[  \partial g
\partial g
(y  -  mp  -  nq, z)  - 
( - mp  -  nq, 0) \cdot  dxi
=
\partial xi
\partial xi
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2\ast  \gamma 
\sum 
=
g(y  -  mp  -  nq, z)  -  g( - mp  -  nq, 0)  -  x \cdot  \nabla g( - mp  -  nq, 0)
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2\ast 

1
=  - 
2\pi 

\Biggl[ 
\sum 
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2\ast 

\Biggr] 
1
(mp + nq) \cdot  y
\sqrt{} 
 - 
 - 
,
| mp + nq| 
| mp + nq| 3
| y  -  mp  -  nq| 2 + z 2
1

\= to ensure the large
as previously advertised. Note that we still need to determine R
z boundary condition (A.3c) is satisfied.
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A.2. Large \bfitz  behavior. We can use asymptotics and Riemann sums to evaluate
the behavior of R(y, z) as z \rightarrow  \infty . Let \Delta  = 1/z, and define \xi m = m\Delta  and \eta n = n\Delta .
We can rewrite (A.6) as
1
R(\bfy , z) =  - 
2\pi 
z
=  - 
2\pi 

\Biggl[ 

(m\bfp  + n\bfq ) \cdot  \bfy 
1
1
\sqrt{} 
 - 
 - 
| m\bfp  + n\bfq | 
| m\bfp  + n\bfq | 3
| \bfy   -  m\bfp   -  n\bfq | 2 + z 2

\Biggl[ 

\Delta 3 (\xi m \bfp  + \eta n \bfq ) \cdot  \bfy 
\Delta 2
\Delta 2
\sqrt{} 
 - 
 - 
| \xi m \bfp  + \eta n \bfq | 
| \xi m \bfp  + \eta n \bfq | 3
1 + | \Delta \bfy   -  \xi m \bfp   -  \eta n \bfq | 2

\Biggl[ 

\Biggr] 
\Delta 2
\Delta 2
\sqrt{} 
 - 
+ \scrO (1).
| \xi m \bfp  + \eta n \bfq | 
1 + | \xi m \bfp  + \eta n \bfq | 2

\sum 
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2
\ast 

\sum 
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2
\ast 

\Biggr] 

\Biggr] 

(A.10)
z
\sim   - 
2\pi 

\sum 
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2
\ast 

Here, we have expanded as \Delta  \rightarrow  0 while holding \xi m and \eta n constant. The \scrO (\Delta 3 )
terms in the summand cancel, and the \scrO (\Delta 4 ) terms eventually yield a summation
that contributes a term of order 1/z to R(y, z).
The summation is a Riemann sum for a singular integral in two dimensions.
Define
1
S(\Delta ) =  - 
2\pi 

\Biggl[ 
\sum 
(m,n)\in \BbbZ 2
\ast 

\Biggr] 
\Delta 2
\Delta 2
\sqrt{} 
 - 
,
| \xi m \bfp  + \eta n \bfq | 
1 + | \xi m \bfp  + \eta n \bfq | 2

\xi m = m\Delta ,

\eta n = n\Delta ,

and consider the behavior as \Delta  tends to zero. This is a Riemann sum for an integral
but with an integrable singularity at the origin. Standard methods ensure that the
Riemann sum for this integrable singularity converges, but the error term is \scrO (\Delta ) (as
opposed to the normal \scrO (\Delta 2 )) due to the contributions from the singularity at the
origin:
1
lim S(\Delta ) =  - 
\Delta \rightarrow 0
2\pi 

\infty 

\int 

\int 

\xi = - \infty 

\Biggl[ 

\infty 
\eta = - \infty 

1
1
\sqrt{} 
 - 
| \xi \bfp  + \eta \bfq | 
1 + | \xi \bfp  + \eta \bfq | 2

\Biggr] 
d\xi  d\eta  + R\infty  \Delta  + \scrO (\Delta 2 ).

To evaluate the integral, first let y = \xi p+\eta q and then note that the resulting integral
has polar symmetry. Letting r = | y| , the area element transforms as
d\xi  d\eta  =

1
1
dy =
2\pi r dr,
| \scrP | 
| \scrP | 

which yields
1
 - 
2\pi 

\int 

\infty 

\int 

\infty 

\Biggl[ 

1

1
\sqrt{} 
 - 
2
| \xi p + \eta q| 
1 + | \xi p + \eta q| 
\xi = - \infty  \eta = - \infty 
\biggr] 
\int  \infty  \biggl[ 
1
1
1
1
\surd 
 - 
r dr =
.
=  - 
2
| \scrP |  r=0
r
| \scrP | 
1+r

\Biggr] 
d\xi  d\eta 

This yield the large z behavior as
R(y, z) \sim 

z
+ R\infty  + \scrO (1),
| \scrP | 

\= This expression can be used to evaluate R
\=
and we can identify that R\infty  =  - R.
numerically, and while we have used this as a check on our calculations, a much more
\= is described below. Crucially, we have verified that
efficient method for computing R
the solution (A.6) satisfies the far-field boundary condition (A.3c).
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A.3. A separation of variables solutions and exponential decay. We can
find a separation of variables solution for the Green's function that satisfies (A.3).
Define the reciprocal lattice vectors
k = 2\pi 

\^ \times  p
z
,
| \scrP | 

l = 2\pi 

\^ \times  q
z
,
| \scrP | 

\^ is the vertical unit normal and (with mild abuse of notation) the operation
where z
\^ \times  v rotates a vector v in the (x, y) plane by \pi /2 in a right-handed sense. This
z
implies that
(nk + ml) \cdot  (m\prime  p + n\prime  q) = 2\pi (nn\prime   -  mm\prime  )
and guarantees the appropriate periodicity of the Green's function,
\sum 
z
+
amn ei(n\bfk +m\bfl )\cdot \bfy  e - | n\bfk +m\bfl | z ,
G(x, y, z) =
| \scrP | 
2
(m,n)\in \BbbZ \ast 

amn =  - 

1
1
1
=  - 
,
| \scrP | | nk + ml| 
2\pi  | np + mq| 

which converges uniformly for z > 0. At z = 0, the flux converges in a distributional
sense to Gz (x, y, 0) = \delta (y). This demonstrates that the solution decays exponentially
z
at large z to the linear profile G(x, y, z) \sim  | \scrP | 
.
A.4. Numerical evaluation of \bfitR (y, 0). Our asymptotics require evaluating
\= There are a variety of effective
the lattice sum for R(y, 0) and the constant R.
strategies for doing this (such as Ewald summation [51]), but some experimentation
has suggested that a combination of direct evaluation and Richardson extrapolation
can rapidly yield high accuracy (up to one part in 108 ) approximations. Define the
partial sum
S(M ) =  - 

M
1 \sum 
2\pi 

M
\sum 

1
1
(mp + nq) \cdot  y
\sqrt{} 
 - 
 - 
2
| mp + nq| 
| mp + nq| 3
| y
 - 
mp
 - 
nq| 
m= - M n= - M
(m,n)\not =(0,0)

=  - 

M
1 \sum 
2\pi 

M
\sum 

1
1
\sqrt{} 
 - 
.
2
| mp
+ nq| 
| y  -  mp  -  nq| 
m= - M n= - M
(m,n)\not =(0,0)

Because the sum is finite, the term linear in y exactly cancels due to its odd symmetry
in m and n. For M large, the error in the sum can be approximated as an integral
(and corrections could be computed using an Euler--Maclaurin-type expansion). We
merely note that the error has an asymptotic expansion:
R(y, 0)  -  S(M ) \sim 

c1
c2
+ 2 + \cdot  \cdot  \cdot 
M
M

for

M \gg  1.

Armed with this knowledge, we evaluate the sum for M = 2j , where j is chosen to
be a sequence of positive integers, and apply Richardson extrapolation. In practice,
choosing j = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 yields accuracy to one part in 108 .
\= We will use a lattice sum identity to evalA.5. Numerical evaluation of \bfitR .
\=
uate R. A past work [16] used numerical solutions of the PDE to estimate that
\= \approx  0.6207 for a square lattice. Our method allows us to verify this result directly as
R
an infinite sum in a few seconds of direct computation.
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For clarity, let us extend the notation for the Green's function to indicate explicitly
the dependence on the lattice basis vectors p and q:
\=
G(y, z; p, q) = g(y, z) + R(p,
q) + R(y, z; p, q).
A uniform linear rescaling of the spatial variables for this problem by a scale factor \gamma 
yields the relationship
G(\gamma y, \gamma z; \gamma p, \gamma q) =

1
G(y, z; p, q),
\gamma 

and in fact this rescaling applies to all the individual terms also:
1
g(\gamma y, \gamma z),
\gamma 
1 \=
\=
q),
R(\gamma p,
\gamma q) = R(p,
\gamma 
1
R(\gamma y, \gamma z; \gamma p, \gamma q) = R(y, z; p, q).
\gamma 
g(\gamma y, \gamma z) =

\= we use the fact that a lattice \Lambda  can be written as the sum of four
To evaluate R,
lattices of twice the period:
G(y, z; p, q) = G(y, z; 2p, 2q) + G(y + p, z; 2p, 2q)
+ G(y + q, z; 2p, 2q) + G(y + p + q, z; 2p, 2q).
We note that our choice of normalization means this sum exactly satisfies the large
z far-field condition (A.3c). The terms G(y, z; p, q) and G(y, z; 2p, 2q) are both
singular at the origin, but if we subtract the free space Green's function g(y, z) from
each side, the limit at the origin yields
\=
R(p,
q) = g(p, 0) + g(q, 0) + g(p + q, 0) + R(p, 0; 2p, 2q)
\=
+R(q, 0; 2p, 2q) + R(p + q, 0; 2p, 2q) + 4R(2p,
2q),
where we have used the fact that R(0, 0; p, q) = 0 for any lattice. From the rescaling
\=
\=
symmetry, we know that R(p,
q) = 2R(2p,
2q), which allows us to deduce that
\bigl[ 
\=
R(p,
q) =  -  g(p, 0) + g(q, 0) + g(p + q, 0) + R(p, 0; 2p, 2q)
\bigr] 
+ R(q, 0; 2p, 2q) + R(p + q, 0; 2p, 2q) .
\= numerically from our algorithm for calculating
Consequently, we can compute R
R(y, 0) described above.
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